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Abstract
Identifying common misconceptions held by novice programmers is a primary goal
of the Computing Education Research agenda. This thesis proposes to formalize such mis-
conceptions through program transformations. We first describe the implementation of the
EvoParsons system, that allows students to practice programming skills with the help of
so-called Parsons puzzles. This software serves as a tool for gathering data on how students
interact with such puzzles. Our first contribution is the system architecture reorganization:
development of Web SPA UI, REST service back-end, hypothesis validation infrastructure
and student-UI data collection. We then review and compare several code-transformation
tools (ANTLR, Rascal MPL and StrategoXT) and show how they might be leveraged to
model program transformations. We particularly focus on the improvement they provide, in
terms of expressiveness, when compared to the regular expressions that were used in initial
version of the EvoParsons system. Our second contribution is to implement code trans-
formations modeling novice programmers’ misconceptions that have been identified in the
Computing Education research literature. We particularly focus on the misconceptions that
require increased expressiveness and can not be modelled by regular expressions. Our third
contribution is to provide a proof of concept implementation of an automated system to syn-
thesize code transformations by leveraging both Evolutionary Computation (Grammatical
Evolution) and Meta-Programming techniques.
vii
Chapter 1: Problem Statement
In discipline-specific education research, identifying common misconceptions that hin-
der students, has been the focus of significant efforts. Physics has pioneered such research
with the introduction of the Concept Force Inventory [28] that has since inspired similar
research agendas in other disciplines. Of particular interest to us, a growing body of the
Computing Education research literature endeavors to develop similar concept inventories for
introductory programming courses. Since introductory programming courses have proven to
be particularly challenging for students [49], new insights into the reasons behind students’
struggle would have a particularly significant impact on our field. The current methodologies
used to obtain such concept inventories are often subjective and, unlike Physics, a consensus
has not yet been reached to this date in the Computing disciplines.
Addressing the nation-wide observed drop rates in introductory programming courses
also requires to devise effective practice exercises for novice programmers. While some re-
searchers concentrate their attention on traditional practices, such as having students write
code from scratch, debug or trace [33], others explore new types of exercises. Recently, so-
called Parsons puzzles [43] have been introduced as a puzzle-solving type of practice problem.
Early studies indicate that such simplified problems produce the same benefits to learners
than more traditional exercises while considerably reducing the associated cognitive load.
Parsons puzzles thus became quickly of interest to instructors, however, designing such puz-
zles manually is time-intensive. As a result, tools were developed to simplify this process.
One of them is EvoParsons, developed at CEREAL lab, University of South Florida. Com-
pared to other tools that facilitate administration of the puzzles to students, or adapt puzzles
as student practice with them, EvoParsons is meant to leverage evolutionary principles to
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identify a set of puzzles that is most pedagogically sound for a given population of students.
While the tool showed itself to be particularly useful for beginner IT Programming classes,
it suffers limitations that we describe and address in this work.
Improving the automated synthesis of Parsons puzzles that embed misconceptions
that are common among students is therefore a way to both support a data-driven identi-
fication of concept inventories, while also adapting practice exercises (in our case, Parsons
puzzles) to the learners. From the Computer Science perspective, such goal requires us to find
ways to adapt to the educational application domains, with its peculiar and challenging con-
straints, research encompassing the fields of search-based software engineering, automated
refactoring, meta-programming, code transformation, and evolutionary computation.
Next, we describe the motivation behind this thesis, starting with our concrete target
educational application, and progressing to identify research questions that have a more
broader impact on our discipline.
1.1 Motivation
The original implementation of the EvoParsons system leveraged regular expressions
(abbreviated as regex in the remainder of this thesis) in order to model code-transformations
capturing possible students’ misconceptions. Regex are sufficient to model elementary syn-
tactic (e.g., missing semicolon) or logical (e.g., off-by-one loops) bugs. However, they are
unable to model more complex errors, and thus misconceptions, via code-transformations.
We call such transformation a distractor, because it changes initially correct program and
produces an alternative choice for student to follow in solution development.
Mentioned complex transformations are important to assess students’ understanding
of specific language concepts, generate non-trivial bugs in existing programs, but also gener-
ate semantically neutral changes. Transformed program eventually can include design flows,
anti-patterns and code efficiency issues, which are considered important in student learning
of object-oriented programming. The primary motivation behind this thesis is to find a novel
way to enrichment of transformation library and also to develop rewriting automation.
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Another problem that our team faced (and to solution of which this thesis contributes)
is reorganization of EvoParsons system in a framework which could be operated on several
layers (through web UI for student and instructors, REST and Java API for researches). To
be fair, we should mention that previous architecture was also layered, but current framework
reconsiders it and defines new extension points.
Motivation for this came from the fact that the original implementation relied on a
third party user interface that was not available to modify due to copyright issues. Issues
and limitations of the original code architecture also prompted improvements.
1.2 Definition
Based on what we just stated, our preliminary goals are:
• Reorganization of the the EvoParsons system to facilitate ease of new experiment
deployment and to address requirements of student, instructor and researcher roles
by developing an extensible framework.
• Extension of the existing library of code transformations by analysing and applying
existing tools. Develop transforms for major student’s misconceptions in program-
ming that are found in CSed literature.
• Development of the approach to extend and to automate generation of current dis-
tractor library.
At the end of the chapter 2 about related and previous works we redefine goals more
precisely.
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Chapter 2: Related Work
The first section of this chapter introduces Parsons puzzles and provides the necessary
context for our proposed approach. The section about EvoParsons describes implementation
before contribution given in chapter 3. It addresses the issues we solve in new implemen-
tation. Next section explains concept inventories (CI) and how they are formed. Here we
discuss organization of Caceffo CI [22] which becomes our target for modeling in chapter
4. The chapter ends with overview of search-based software engineering (SBSE), i.e., auto-
mated refactoring research. We use similar techniques in chapter 5 in the development of
the EvoTransforms system, our proof-of-concept code-transformation synthesis approach.
2.1 Parsons Puzzles
Parsons puzzle is a type of exercises for programmers where correct code is formed
by student from shuffled pieces (fragments). Puzzle could have incorrect fragments and the
student’s task is to find them and ”trash” (by some means) before solution submission.
Originally, these puzzles were introduced by Dale Parsons [43]. Since their original
inception, there have been several independent studies confirming the potential of this new
form of practice exercise to novice programmers. The research [38] states that the way to
reduce the cognitive load onto student is to switch from whole task assignment to completion
of the task.
Of particular interest to our work, Ericson conducted a study focused on comparing
the impact on the acquisition of programming skills, as well as the cognitive load involved
in solving different programming tasks [24]. Her work states similar outcome (based on
student evaluation) for learners who used puzzles and those who wrote, debugged and traced
programs. Her conclusions strongly suggest that Parsons puzzles are significantly less time-
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consuming and subject students to a lower cognitive load while still fostering comparable
benefits in terms of programming skills acquisition. Such findings lead of a surge of interest
in this new type of programming practice exercise both from instructors and computing
education researchers.
Table 2.1: Analysis of existing implementations of Parsons puzzles
Criteria Hot Potatoes JS-Parsons Epplets Expected
Student UI Web Web Java Web
UI styling Old Modern Old Modern
One/Two panels1 Two Both Two Any
Mobile friendly No Yes No Yes
Code highlighting No Yes No Yes
Indentation2 Fixed Two-dimensional Fixed Auto
Multi-line fragments No Yes Yes Yes
Target language Any Python Java Java
Feedback3 Highlighting Adaptive Shows correct Flexible
Instructor UI Java None None Web
Puzzle creation4 Manual Manual Auto Auto
Server-side None E-book integration Pluggable Pluggable
Open source No Yes No Yes
Other implementations, ViLLE and CORT, are not open-source
1In one-panel UI student reorders puzzle in one area. In two-panel UI, student drag-and-drop
between areas.
2Fixed indentation is hard-coded indentation inside a fragment. Two-dimensional - students
should indent by themselves (meaningful for Python). Auto - UI indents fragments on drag-
and-drop
3Feedback for student: highlighting - coloring of wrong placed fragments, adaptive - several
strategies (group distractor and correct together, highlighting, etc), shows correct - UI shows
the place of fragment on request for help, flexible - ability to plug-in and experiment with
different techniques
4Here we describe default usage of the tool. Manual means that tool expects some formatted
code from instructor by default, though this code could be provided by other programming
component. Auto means that originally tools support puzzle automation and manually prepared
pre-set of puzzles is alternative option.
Table 2.1 summarizes a comparison of currently available software allowing students
to practice with Parsons puzzles. The original implementation of Parsons puzzles, described
in [43], relied on the Hot Potatoes framework [6]. We will not examine this implementation
in more details since it is closed-sources and thus prevents it from being reused for research
purposes, or adapted to specific students’ needs for teaching purposes. This first implemen-
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tation served as a proof of concept and does not provide the kind of capability for extension
that would be expected in a product intended for large-scale dissemination or a research
platform.
JS-Parsons [30] is a modern JavaScript library for Parsons Puzzles. It provides cus-
tomizable widgets which can be easily integrated into a web page or an e-book. The latter
option has been illustrated in recent work from Ericson [13].
The JS-Parsons library only offers support for the client-side component but does not
provide software to collect interaction data between the learners and the Parsons puzzles, or
feed new Parsons puzzles to the graphical user interface from another software components.
Again, such features are essential for a framework that would aim at facilitating research on
any aspect of Parsons puzzles, or even educational data mining.
Epplets is a system developed by Dr. Amruth N Kumar at Ramapo college[34]. It
combines front-end and pluggable back-end. The original implementation of EvoParsons
used Epplets as its front-end [19]. Code was provided to allow Epplets to receive Parsons
puzzles from our system. However, the Epplets source code is not publicly available either,
thus making interoperability with it difficult.
Table 2.1 details, in the last column, the requirements our team had for a Parsons
puzzle software that could support our research and teaching needs By comparing existing
software to this list of requirements, we came to the conclusion that it was necessary to
continue pursuing our own implementation, but also significantly improve it. One of our
priority being to develop a web-based UI that would be also compatible with mobile devices.
Now we describe limitations of original Evoparsons implementation. As it was men-
tioned, the Epplets was used as front-end for original EvoParsons. Even though, historically,
next versions of the system contained JavaFX implementation of UI, the delivery of this
UI is problematic in modern environments (browsers suggest to skip download of unknown
jars and in requires from student the installation of Java runtime). Also, the system lacked
backed database for interaction event preservation. It used Java RMI as communication
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protocol which in new architecture we replaced with REST-based web service to further
decouple components.
To conclude, we considered JS-Parsons as alternative to Epplets front-end, but JS-
Parsons currently works only with Python while we expect Java support. Also, as experi-
menters, we were interested in collection of as many user input on puzzle surface as possible.
The details of developed framework for experimentation with student input is discussed in
chapter 3.
2.2 Concept Inventories
Concept inventories are repositories of common misconceptions in some area. Usually
they are formed through Delphi process: by analysing student performance on different
exercises and interviewing experts in the areas [48, 44].
Table 2.2: Caceffo CI organization
Section Description Count Present in Java
A Function Parameter Use and Scope 6 51
B Variables, Identifiers, and Scope 4 42
C Recursion 3 3
D Iteration 6 43
E Structures 5 44
F Pointers 5 05
G Boolean Expressions 4 4
1Misconception A1 includes side effect of memory modification. Java API does
not provide precise analog for this.
2B2 and B4 was developed as one transform and B2 has a version with more
precise context capturing.
3D4 and D6 are stated too generally and other transforms represent same as-
pects mentioned in this misconceptions.
4Notion of structure is absent in Java but still we have data classes. E1 presents
misconception that formed differently in Java. E3 does no have an analog in
Java.
5Java does not have notion of pointers.
Caceffo recently developed a concept inventory for the C programming language [22].
Some misconceptions are C specific (concerning pointers, etc), but many of them are appli-
cable to Java. This repository is organized in sections which we summarize in Table 2.2.
Misconception could be seen as a syntactic, semantic, logical bug, as design flow (including
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Object Oriented Programming’s antipatterns and pattern misuses), code with performance
issues (reading file several times, absence of caching etc) which are prevalent for beginners.
Many misconceptions correspond to situations when students have wrong understanding of
language semantic not from perspective of how language sentences are formed (meaning
structure of ”sentences”), but from perspective of how global language rules are working.
Concrete examples are misunderstandings of the language mechanics of scopes, Boolean ex-
pressions, control flow. As we will see further, many programs that identify presence/absence
of misconception still compile without errors.
2.3 EvoParsons
The EvoParsons system [4] automates the time-consuming task of hand-designing
Parsons puzzles. As the name suggests, it does so by leveraging techniques from the evolu-
tionary computation field. This approach was motivated by the observation that a population
of students who are trying to improve their skills by practicing with exercises, can be seen
as co-adapting to a population of such exercises undergoing artificial evolution. Such sce-
narios are directly analog to those occurring in coevolutionary computation applications in
which two populations coevolve against one another. A seminal example of such work is
that of Hillis where a population of sorting networks was coevolved against a population of
sequences of numbers to be sorted [29]. The former’s quality was evaluated based on how
many sequences they were able to sort correctly, while the latter’s was based on how many
sorting networks they caused to fail. An ideal ”arms-race” dynamics occurred in this partic-
ular experiment, thus motivating the interest of the evolutionary computation community
in studying how to leverage such dynamics and mitigate so-called ”pathologies” that were
discovered as coevolutionary computation was being applied to various problems [21].
It is important to underline that EvoParsons does not adapt to each individual stu-
dent in the manner an Intelligent Tutoring System would. Instead, it explores the space of
possible practice problems with the goal of identifying a set of problems that are pedagog-
ically relevant to the population of students at large. As such, it is closer to supporting an
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automated knowledge discovery, than it is to maximizing the learning for any single stu-
dent. Such approach is aligned with typical computing education research work in which
the focus is to contribute to the body of knowledge on how students learn, in order to then
enable instructors to revise educational material accordingly. Because we do not know in
any time what problem is trivial and what is not, puzzles are coevolved with students based
on students evaluation of problems. The algorithm of evolution (formally named P-PHC)
is described in [20] and many publications [19, 18] contains the evaluation of the algorithm
with bench-marking techniques. Our goal, though, is to investigate original EvoParsons
architecture and we start with puzzle creation workflow.
2.3.1 Puzzle Generation Workflow
Each puzzle is represented as integer vector (genotye). First number in the vector rep-
resents a program from prepared library of correct Java programs. Other numbers represent
indexes from library of transformations. Each such transformation (distractor) forms bugged
fragment of selected correct program for puzzle. Puzzle creation is defined as: program selec-
tion by genotype index, program fragmentation, transforms selection, transforms application
to randomly selected fragments, and shuffling of distracted and normal fragments.
Fragmentation is a process of splitting program source code onto multi-line fragments.
Currently, it is implemented through special notation in original source code: the edge of the
fragment is represented as newline character, while newline inside the fragment is marked as
\\n. Next version of fragmentation is planned to include XML-markup inside Java comments
to mark boundaries and to facilitate two-dimensional puzzles.
Each transform is presented as tuple: regular expression (regex) and replacement.
Each regex performs search of a pattern and captures context in it. Then, this context
is used in replacement part to form bugged fragment of originally correct program. Each
such distractor is applied only once, only on fragment level (not a program level), always
introduce some kind of bug (logical (off-by-one) or syntactical (missing semicolon)). No two
distractors could change same fragment.
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Described design imposes limitations to a set of possibly generated puzzles:
1. Even though distractor could be present in genotype, it could have no effect on
randomly selected context.
2. All distractors and programs were developed manually by careful time-consuming
assessment that distractor truly produces the bug and there is only one combination
of fragments that counts as correct solution. Thus, extending such system is hard
enough.
3. Genotypes produce narrow number of transformations. They do not produce seman-
tically neutral changes that can introduce additional cognitive load.
Shuffling is the last step of puzzle formation. Each student obtains their unique
shuffling. In case of two-panel UI (Epplets), this plays no critical role. But for one-panel
newly developed mobile UI, this creates complication of calculation fitness of puzzle, because
the back-end algorithm works with normalized metric, a number of fragment moves and
deletions divided by minimal number of these actions. This minimal number is calculated
from original shuffling which is sent back to the server on solution submission. The algorithm,
that is used for calculation of this number, searches for minimal number of insertions and
deletions in order to sort a sequence.
2.3.2 Overview of Back-End Evolutionary Algorithm
Described puzzle generation workflow is a part of bigger evolutionary engine pipeline.
At startup, system randomly generates initial population of N genotypes. Then, each geno-
type produces its child, mutated version of vector where mutation is applied to each index
with probability 100% and an effect of increase or decrease of corresponding gene by 1 (with
modulo by number of programs (for first gene) or transforms (for other genes)).
These 2N individuals go through puzzle generation workflow and are given to Broker
component, which has a task to select initial puzzle on new student connection and to
lead them through puzzle solving session. In order to eliminate user fatigue, system avoids
showing to student the puzzle which is based on same program twice.
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Broker collects responses from students. Each response contains puzzle evaluation,
a set of metrics, such as number of drag-and-drop moves and time spent on solution. At
moment when Broker has at least two evaluations for each puzzle in any parent-child pair,
it compares the outcomes based on Pareto-domination comparison. Then, it informs evolu-
tionary algorithm which genotype should be preserved to next generation. Child is preserved
only in case of its Pareto-domination on parent. In other case parent genotype survives. At
moment when Broker has at least two evaluations for each puzzle in all pairs in current
generation, it informs the evolutionary algorithm to proceed to next generation. At this
point, algorithm generates new children from survived genotypes and cycle repeats.
Described workflow was implemented on ECJ framework. The reasons of chosen
design are explained by nature of student-system communication. Because the system cannot
provide to student all possible combinations of programs and transforms due to student
fatigue, the algorithm, at moment of student connection, provides to him/her puzzles, that
showed better performance based on evaluations given by this student classmates. Also,
dissemination policy takes into account the puzzles that student already saw and, therefore,
are not interested for him/her anymore.
2.3.3 Outcome of Evolutionary Process
As it was mentioned, puzzles are created from library of programs and transforms.
So, algorithm evolves a program in first gene of genotype vector. If two genotypes have same
first gene, students eventually receive a puzzle based on same program. And because not
all transforms from genotype are applicable to selected program, these two puzzles could be
seen by student as same problems. The next hypothesis is to be proven with experiments:
evaluations in EvoParsons are mostly driven by first gene of each genotype. The most effort
is taken by puzzle rearrangement itself and lesser by finding of errand fragments.
In other words, major contribution to collected metrics from students is given by
selected program. Intuitively it seems to be true. If we take simple HelloWorld.java with
one line print to stdout and PrimeNumbers.java, we can see that AST of second program
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is richer in a sense of presence of different tree nodes. It provides more context for AST
transformation tools, which we will see in next chapters, and, thus, allows more transforms.
From other hand, even without transforms, fragmentation and shuffling produces puzzle
where if-nodes and while-nodes are spread through several fragments. This results in more
load to student to create correct program flow. Thus, greater number of moves is expected.
To conclude, excluding programs from evolution will result in a search for concrete
distractor (set of distractors) which is most confusing for students. This will give cleaner
understanding which area of programming is problematic for current student group. To
do this excludion, representation should be changed in simple case to representation of one
distractor. This aspect is discussed in Future work section.
2.3.4 Onto the Goal of EvoParsons Transformations Extension
Newly developed distractors should be capable to transform given Java program (not
just a fragment) to such program that presents a situation described as misconception in
Caceffo CI. Benefits of this:
1. EvoParsons would be able to identify richer set of problem areas of student groups
for further improvement
2. Repository could be extended to area of OOP, functional programming (in Java).
Currently library contains programs of area of data structures and algorithms.
To achieve this goal, however we need to reconsider the tool that EvoParsons uses, regular
expressions. In chapter 4 we will discuss limits of regex from practical and theoretical point
of view.
Apart from looking onto the way of manual extension of transformation library, we
also should consider how to automate the process of transformation generation (the idea
that EvoParsons should eventually evolve only distractors).
2.4 Automated Refactoring Tools
Automated refactoring in many cases targets search of semantically equivalent ver-
sions of code. Next we discuss works in this area and note what is applicable in our case.
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Shimamura et al. use Object Oriented Programming’s design patterns (Abstract
Factory, Template method, Decorator) to provide different variants of an original code [47].
They use a set of software engineering metrics to estimate the quality of the code variants,
and use a genetic algorithm to search the space of all possible weights vectors that define
the predominance among the metrics. Example of such metrics include the number of; if
statements, new operators, super classes, etc. Because initially it is not known which metric
has the highest influence on the code quality, the authors developed a database featuring
tuples of two programs respectively illustrating a high quality and a low quality version of
the same code. A genetic algorithm is then applied to search for a vector of weights which
tries to maximize accumulative distance between minimal factor of high quality program and
maximal factor of poor quality program. From the perspective of our work, such metrics
could be used to estimate the quality of the code generated by our transforms, or even as a
way to estimate the learner’s cognitive load; e.g., levels of nesting of control flow statements.
In their work, the authors compute these metrics by leveraging a topdown traversal of the
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the target program. To do so, they use the Java compiler
API Refactor class which implements a visitor pattern. In the chapter 4, we will discuss
similar APIs and determine how suitable they are for our specific goals.
In their article, Garming, Cameron and Potanin discuss simple program refactorings
in the RUST programming language [45]. Examples of such refactorings include inlining of
local variables and renaming. This work introduces two types of distractors that are relevant
to our work: sub-block and super-block conflicts.
A sub-block conflict represents a transformation that rename a variable from an outer
scope, to a name from an inner scope. The local declaration in the inner scope shadows the
global declaration, and the renamed occurrences now refer to this declaration.
In the super-block conflict, renaming happens in the inner scope and the variable
matches the name from outer scope. This work illustrtes that, even refactoring as simple as
variables renaming should therefore take into consideration the concept of scope. When we
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traverse an AST to collect names and types, we should do this on a per scope basis in order
to implement shadowing.
In [46], the process of variable inlining is described in details. The underlying thesis
of this work is that, in Java, it is impossible to ensure the correctness of such refactoring
even under common circumstances. Code transforms implementing a refactoring, could
therefore be semantically neutral in a given context, yet produce compilation or logical
bugsm in others. In our case we do not mind generation of bugged program variant. What
is important is the ability to precisely control the behavior of transforms. As we will see, we
can organize them to be more concrete or more generic.
In [40] the authors analysize cohesion code metrics and their correlation. They use
Code-Imp, a search-based, metric-guided, refactoring platform. This tool operates on ASTs
of input programs and applies high level refactorings such as conversion from delegation
to inheritance, and vice versa. Code-Imp leverages simulated annealing, hill-climbing, and
genetic algorithm techniques to perform its search.
Authors of [41] elaborate on Code-Imp further. They present fourteen refactorings
(push up/pull down field/method, extract hierarchy, etc) on different levels (field, class,
method, local variable). The platform performs static code analysis before actual applica-
tion of transformations. After application, QMOOD (data access metric, cohesion among
methods, etc) metrics [17] are used to calculate code quality. At the lowest level, the system
operates on integer vectors, as EvoParsons does. Each such vector encodes a sequence of
transformations to reach the phenotype that is represented as an AST. This approach in-
spired our own approach to automating the synthesis of transforms, see chapter 5. However,
our fitness definition differs significantly.
MultiRefactor adopts a multiobjective optimization approach combining a software
engineering metric with measure of code coverage [39] . The importance of the idea of code
coverage of refactoring is explained. In the chapter 4, this notion directly relates to level of
abstraction of developed transform (is transform more concrete or more generic and how can
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we vary this characteristic manually). From the implementation perspective, the authors
use the RECODER Java API [12] also used by Code-Imp. Investigation of the API revealed
that it relies on a similar visitor pattern than that offered by the Java compiler API.
It is worth to look onto MultiRefactor further. Like EvoParsons, it uses Pareto-
domination, but capable to use weighted sum (depending from config) to compare individ-
uals. The tool implements random search, hill climbing (2 versions), SA, GA (NSGA-2,
NSGA-3 included). Genome representation is array of integers, index of refactorings (as
with EvoParsons). But crossover and mutation are split and splice and adding random
refactoring. The library of refactorings is defined based on Fowler’s list, same to what we
have seen in Code-Imp. Metrics for first objective are QMOOD and CK Based (similar to
cohesive metrics from described articles). Experiment was organized in two groups, control
and intervention, to compare mono-objective (only refactoring quality) to multi-objective
(quality + coverage). Though, still mono-objective won by refactoring quality based on
selected metrics, coverage of obtained solutions from multi-objective implementation was
higher.
Another complex refactoring, clone removal, is discussed in [37]. It is built from
simpler operations of method extraction, addition of parameter, introduction of exit label
and others. More important, however, is the implementation of the proposed Rase tool, that
works on the AST of input code. Rase generates an abstract edit script that contains a tree
pattern to match, then it forms edit template with captured in matched code meta-variables
and performs refactoring. Our goal in this thesis is to find possibility to do similar kind of
transformations, but the tool should be flexible enough to allow writing of new transforms
in ”easy” way (we formulate this at the beginning of chapter 4).
The question of refactoring of legacy Java code is considered in [32]. Here only
one refactoring is present, moving of overridden method from implementing class to default
method of interface. Based on this we can develop distractor that presents reverse transfor-
mation. Though, it is semantically neutral, it produces design flow.
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Authors of [31] describe approach of evolution of program designs (UML models, not
code itself). The proposed tool is REMODEL. The model refactoring goes towards 6 design
patterns (Gamma patterns from gang-of-four team). In their work, the authors use QMOOD
metrics for estimating the model quality. A genetic algorithm evolves representations of tu-
ple: target software design (UML diagram in a form of annotated graph) and transformation
tree which is build from combination of 6 micro-transforms. The micro-transforms play the
role of building blocks for design patterns.
Harman and Cinneide, in their foundational work on Search-Based Software Engi-
neering [27] distinguish direct and indirect approaches to refactoring evolution. In direct
approaches, the system evolves program variants. In indirect approaches, it evolves program
transformations instead. The authors only considered one refactoring, relocating methods,
and one metric, coupling between classes i.e., minimizing number of references between them.
The authors showed that minimizing only this metric leads the system to designs featuring
the god class anti-pattern. Therefore, they subsequently added another metric; the stan-
dard deviation of methods per class, and performed multi-objectives optimization to find
the solutions in the Pareto front for these two metrics. To do so, they used a version of hill
climbing.
Similar approach to described above is demonstrated in work [26]. Refactoring set
is taken from Fowler’s list (pull up, push down, etc). As metrics for fitness, authors used
CK-based metrics [35]. Individuals are represented as a chain of refactorings, each one
depending on the previous. Mutation is a swap of refactorings from individual and general
pool. Crossover is split and splice with elimination of ruined (non-applicable) refactorings in
chain. New idea here is the introduction of code smells and the formation of an initial pool of
refactorings, based on codes smells present in program. This is an approach where the system
first analyses all given programs to find all possible transforms that can be applied, and only
then searches a space of obtained transform pool. The sparsity of search space, therefore, is
decreased by eliminating the possibility of generating of non-applicable transform.
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The LambdaFicator system [25] transforms methods and anonymous classes into
lambdas in Java. While not immediately applicable to our work, such transforms would
be relevant when extending EvoParsons to encompass the functional aspects of Java.
The ideas of mini-transformations is described in [23] Cinneide’s work. Minitrans-
forms are based on mini-patterns that do not change the semantics of the transformed
code. Chaining mini-transformations produces classical gang-of-four pattern transforma-
tions. With respect to this work, the proposed library of mini-transformations is worth
investigating at a later point when extending EvoParsons to object oriented courses. In such
courses, the traditional patterns based on introductory programming misconceptions fail to
address the specific learning outcomes of an OOP course. Such transforms could allow us
to synthesize anti-patterns that students should detect. It is, however, not obvious at this
point that this kind of transformation would fit in the currently used Parsons puzzles.
2.5 Conclusion
Based on the literature reviews provided in this section, we are now in a position to
revisit the goals defined in the chapter 1, and define them in more details:
• Goal 1 To develop new EvoParsons front-end. UI should be modern and mobile-first
to attract and retain user for longer period of experimentation.
• Goal 2 To develop a way to preserve as much information about interaction with new
UI as possible. This information facilitates further data analysis of student behavior.
• Goal 3 To develop experiment deployment process. Each experiment is dessimination
of application in one student group. Due to breaking bounds with Epplets framework,
EvoParsons should now have its own boxing mechanisms.
• Goal 4 It is worth to extend EvoParsons with transforms for misconceptions from
CI. The task is to develop this process for Caceffo CI first.
• Goal 5 Analysis of automated refactoring tools showed the worth of manipulation
with source code on a level of ASTs. This facilitates high-level complex transfor-
mations. Used in articles APIs (RECODER, etc) work with visitor pattern. The
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task is to analyse possible tools for transformation implementation and state pre-
cise their advances and limitations, and then to use selected tool for working with
misconceptions.
• Goal 6 To propose the way to automation of the transforms.
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Chapter 3: EvoParsons New Architecture Implementation
This chapter describes solutions that were implemented in this work concerning
EvoParsons user interface and experiment organization. Code of the new EvoParsons is
released under an open source license and available on GitHub [2].
The content of this chapter is partially based on excerpt from author’s published
work ”Lessons Learned from Available Parsons Puzzles Software” [16] in proceedings of
2019 ASEE Annual Conference, 06/17, at Tampa, FL (copyright permission is posted in
Appendix A).
3.1 The Architecture of the New EvoParsons Back-End
The figure 3.1 shows the organization of the system in 4 separate layers (separated
by horizontal dashed lines on the figure). First layer (bottom one on the picture) is User
interface layer. Next is the layer of Network Interface. The middle layer is the Broker layer.
Finally, at the top of the figure we have Evolutionary Engine.
User interface layer is presented on the figure as pluggable Web UI, Desktop and
Console applications. Implementation of UI is decoupled from back-end through developed
Network interface API. We use Console UI (psi) implementation for testing purposes. At
some point Desktop UI, psiFX, was implemented on Java FX API. Interface used RMI
endpoints for connection to back-end. Using such interface required students to install Java
on their machines. Delivery method of the app is treated as insecure by most modern
browsers and OS. In addition, most students prefer using their phones most of the time. All
these factors lead us to the development of new Web UI.
Network Interface layer presents service endpoints. Currently we have two implemen-
tations of NetworkPolicy abstraction (which encapsulates details of network organization):
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older RMI API (TCP-level) and newer REST API (HTTP-level). EvoParsons system was
using RMI interface for long time with Epplets front-end. RMI API presents Java specific
protocol, wrapper around TCP protocol communication. Therefore, implementation of UI
which wants to use RMI, should implement client details of it. To decouple back-end and
front-end we develop simple REST API which is present in the table 3.1. It includes service
points for puzzle generation, evaluation submission and dumping UI events.
Figure 3.1: Components of the EvoParsons system during run. c©2019 American Society
for Engineering Education. ASEE Annual Conference Proceedings, 06/17, Tampa, FL
3.1.1 Web Service
REST API contains operations for student authentication, requesting new puzzle
or current student performance statistics, and submitting puzzle evaluation and attempt
solution.
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Authentication endpoint does not perform any identity verification (possible Canvas
LMS OAuth integration). It allocates session identifier which is returned as id in JSON. This
id is used in URL of other endpoints. To provide very basic session protection we implement
a simple protocol which we describe in section of Data Anonymization.
Puzzle endpoint allows to request new puzzle for allocated session. Puzzle contains
JSON encoded fragments for rendering which now decoupled from back-end. Currently Web
UI is also delivered by REST API service by http-get-requesting of the root of the site
(though we can totally decouple UI from web-service).
Stats endpoint provides info to student about the progress in puzzle solution. This is
also point for further extension. To make UI in more game-like fashion (which endorses stu-
dents to practice puzzles more), this statistics can include student rating among classmates.
Attempt submission endpoint purpose is to collect all behavioral data of the student.
Written UI could use it to inform about UI events which eventually are subject for further
data-mining. We elaborate more on collected event in next section about developed UI.
Evaluation endpoint is a part of evolutionary pipeline. It consumes metrics that UI
provides and forward them to Broker layer.
It is up to developed UI how it uses these services. It can totally ignore integration
to evolutionary pipeline and send only event data to back-end for further research.
3.1.2 Control and Intervention Groups
Broker layer was also reorganized. Figure 3.1 demonstrates that it has now an abstrac-
tion named Broker which contains two interfaces: BrokerUIInterface and BrokerEAInterface.
Their goal is to connect dataflow of evolutionary pipeline from Network Interface layer to
Evolutionary Engine level. Currently there are two implementations of Broker.
First one, ParsonsBroker is based on original implementation. Its workflow was ex-
plained in the chapter 2. Basically, its responsibility is to guarantee configured puzzle dissem-
ination policy (to minimize student fatigue), collect evaluations, perform Pareto-comparison
and trigger Evolutionary Engine to go to next generation.
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Table 3.1: REST API endpoints
Method Path and Description
GET /
Request for default Web UI
Response: index.html
POST /
Authenticates student, returns provided sid
Request JSON:
{"sid":<student name>,
"ssig":<student signature>,
"skey":<group signature>}
Response JSON:
{"sid": "<student name>"}
GET /〈studentId〉/puzzle
Gets new puzzle for specified user
Response JSON:
{"id": <puzzle id, int>,
"title": "puzzle title",
"description": "problem description",
"fragments": [
{ "id": <sequential id, int>,
"lines": ["code line 1", "code line 2",...],
"distraterId": <applied distractor Id, int>
}, ...] }
GET /〈studentId〉/stats
Get performance statistics for given student
Response JSON:
{"solved": <number of solved puzzles>,
"seen": <number of seen puzzles>,
"duration": <taken by student time span in ms> }
POST /〈studentId〉/puzzle/〈puzzleId〉/eval
Submission of puzzle evaluation (correct solution)
Request JSON:
{"moves": <number of moves student made on puzzle>,
"timeInMS": <spent time on puzzle>,
"gaveUp": <giveUp flag, bool>}
POST /〈studentId〉/puzzle/〈puzzleId〉/attempt
Submission of student attempt of solution. This endpoint exists in order
to collect information about any student interaction with UI.
Another Broker implementation, GroupBroker, aggregates a collection of other Bro-
ker implementations and delegates requests to them. In case of N children brokers, it splits
student group onto N almost equal-sized subgroups (max count difference is one). Student
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is assigned to concrete child broker and all puzzle requests and provided evaluations through
BrokerUIInterface are directed to this child broker. Because it was initial responsibility of
Broker to allocate session id on authentication, GroupBroker also performs remapping from
global session id to local session id of child broker. This was necessary to decouple Parsons-
Broker from any knowledge about GroupBroker. GroupBroker can have other GroupBroker
as their children and, thus, allows to form a broker tree which splits students onto subgroup
flexibly.
But the common organization of experiment with GroupBroker is when we have
only two subgroups of students: Control and Intervention groups. Such architecture, thus
allows verification of hypothesis about effectiveness of evolutionary algorithm and/or plugged
UI onto students’ learning process. Before commenting on how this verification process is
organized we first describe last architecture layer.
3.1.3 Evolutionary Engine Layer
Primary goal of this layer is to provide an algorithm how puzzles change with student’s
practice time. It contains two major components: Evolutionary Engine subsystem and
Evolutionary Engine Starter (implementation of EAStarter class). Engine design could have
from zero to many classes. We currently have two designs: ECJ pipeline and Preset.
ECJ as engine for evolutionary process, works in separate thread. ECJStarter (im-
plementation of EAStarter) starts ECJ from scratch on the beginning of experiment or from
saved checkpoint (some preserved generation) on restore after crash or reboot. The workflow
of ECJ is to prepare initial generation and give it to ParsonsBroker. It then waits for an
even that enough evaluations were given to proceed to next generation. We described the
process in details in previous chapter 2.
Preset engine design has no classes. PresetStarter reads a set of manually prepared
puzzles and provide them at start to ParsonsBroker. After that, engine is not used in
workflow at all. It was created for verification of the next hypothesis: P-PHC algorithm
produces puzzles with at least same quality of distractors as puzzles developed manually.
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The quality of distractors here is defined to be high if they correspond to problematic
areas of given student group and practicing to solve them results in student knowledge
improvement. This improvement could be estimated through mid-term and final exams or
through provided student feedback before and after practicing.
Hypothesis verification requires the organization of experiment in a form of Control
and Intervention group, and current architecture allows to do this. We already provided hy-
pothesis 1 which states that first gene leads evolutionary process. To verify this, one student
group can work with current ECJ engine while other should operate with new implemen-
tation of engine where programs are not evolved. Then, comparing student feedback and
progress we can conclude about importance of program evolution in genotype. This is still
future work.
3.1.4 Data Anonymisation
Initial implementation of EvoParsons saved provided by student name (it could have
been email too). We tried to avoid this in current implementation for several reasons:
1. Preserving student name requires additional institutional permission for conducting
experiments with student group. This creates unnecessary complications of practice
session organisation and data collection.
2. The idea is to have an ability by instructor/researcher request from any external
institution to deploy the UI with configured exercises for them. To increase level of
trust, our server side should not preserve any sensitive data.
Developed web UI provides initial authentication page where student provides name,
secret phrase and phrase given by instructor. Interface uses hashing algorithm to calculate
hashes from provided information and session on the back-end is identifier by these three
fields. Back-End does not save any sensitive information because it receives hashes now.
For student to continue session he/she should provide same name and secret pair.
Hash of instructor pass phrase is saved for each such tuple, so student on each authentication
can modify it. Student could also restart whole puzzle practicing by choosing other secret.
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Instructor, from other hand, provides his/her pass-phrase to students in order to
track their progress. We develop separate simple Web UI for instructors where they can track
performance of student group. To access this UI, instructor provides password (generated by
our team) and also this secret pass-phrase which serves here as a mechanism of organization
of students into groups.
3.2 Web UI and Data Gathering
Next figure 3.2 demonstrates developed Web UI. Features of this front-end are next.
• It has only one pane where students reorder puzzles
• It is mobile-first interface
• Java code is highlighted as it is done in modern IDEs
• Puzzles auto-indent themselves on drag-and-drop.
Code highlighting and auto-indentations facilitate student learning because now stu-
dents spend less time grasping the formatting text, but more on catching logical and semantic
errors.
UI implements simple feedback mechanism with Hint button, which students use
when they stuck. Current implementation highlights one of the puzzle at position which
breaks longest ordered chain of fragments (to find this we use modified version of algorithm
which searches for minimal number of insertions to sort an array), or, in case when all non-
distracted fragment are sorted correctly, inform student about the presence of distractor.
For example, we can provide next hints.
1. Conversion Parsons Puzzle to multichoise question on hint: present to student several
options where puzzle should belong.
2. Hint for distractor could provide background information on subject that distractor
exploits. By learning this part of Java language, student should then figure out what
is wrong in current code of puzzle.
3. Pairing of distractor and correct fragment (adaptation explained in Ericson work [24]).
Student then selects one of two (this is simple simulation of multichoice question).
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Figure 3.2: Web user interface of EvoParsons puzzles. c©2019 American Society for
Engineering Education. ASEE Annual Conference Proceedings, 06/17, Tampa, FL
Still effects of feedback is subject for future research.
3.2.1 Events Preserved in DB
Web UI uses described event endpoint to send behavioral data to back-end, which
preserves this json data in Mongo-DB without any processing. It is a separate task to do
data-mining on collected data to figure out next aspects from student behavior:
• Understanding what programming constructs and in what context are most difficult
for given student group.
• Checking of student ”cheating” (consulting any additional sources) by living practice
web page and returning to it frequently.
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• Debugging the implementation: if some erratic behavioral pattern prevails on sig-
nificant enough, it could be a signal of the bug of UI or evolutionary engine logic
(generating similar puzzles for one student, for example).
Table 3.2 describes events that system collects on student interaction with UI.
Table 3.2: Collected events on student-UI interaction
Event Description
Login Occurs when students submit authentication form
Inactive Starts when student leaves current practicing tab and ends at return.
This allows to track how frequently student searches online for help
Drag-and-Drop Event starts when student drags a fragment and finishes at its drop.
Records student’s logic of fragment reordering
Hover Starts when student’s mouse cursor enters the area of fragment,
stops when cursor exists the area.
Allows to track how long student thinks about puzzle.
Because some hover events are very fast,
there is a reasonable threshold for them to occur
Hint Occurs instantly on hint button click.
Allows to see how student works with feedback subsystem
Puzzle Appears on new puzzle.
Records puzzle start time and session
Submit Occurs when students send their attempts
Event contains information about attempted fragment ordering
and metrics (move count, spent time on puzzle)
Give Up Occurs when student does not know solution and decides to skip puzzle
Described events generate a lot of json data which we store in MongoDB for further
data mining.
3.3 Experiment Deployment with Docker
Another aspect that was renewed in EvoParsons is the deployment process of the
experiment. For this purpose, we selected Docker containerisation technology which allowed
us to start separate instances of the system at same time independently. The organization of
infrastructure includes developing of internal container network and preserving experiment
data.
Obtained information from student-UI interaction is saved onto mounted to container
local folder and onto MongoDB instance (separate or shared, depends on configuration).
Folder contains data from evolution engine and brokers, while MongoDB preserves UI events.
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This database is working in separated Docker container which is hosted in same vir-
tual local network as container of experiment. Communication is done privately through
internally opened MongoDB port 27017. Created network publishes ports for experimen-
tal container based on supplied configuration file. These ports provide data-miner access
remotely.
In shared mode, several experimental containers could dump data into same Mon-
goDB instance. In this case, separate containers are created for each of them. For experi-
mental containers we use openjdk:8-jre-alpine images as base images with size 108MB.
3.4 Conducted Survey
We conducted several experiments with newly developed EvoParsons system. During
first experiment, summer 2018, a total of 48 students worked with the software. Apart from
described information, we also collected students’ feedback via an online survey. Table 3.3
summarizes the proportions of students who selected one of the 5 levels of agreement in three
distinct Likert item questions.
Table 3.3: Student agreement to aspects of new UI. c©2019 American Society for
Engineering Education. ASEE Annual Conference Proceedings, 06/17, Tampa, FL
Question SA A N D SD Proportion1
UI was pleasant to use 58.3%, 28 27,1%, 13 10.4%, 5 4.17%, 2 0.00%, 0 85.4%±13%
UI ran without bugs 77.1%, 37 12.5%, 6 6.25%, 3 2.08%, 1 2.08%, 1 89.6%±11%
Willing to use app again2 61.2%, 30 28.6%, 14 6.12%, 3 4.08%, 2 0.00%, 0 89.8%±11%
SA - strongly agree, A - agree, N - neutral, D - disagree, SD - strongly disagree
1One-sample proportion in the Z-interval, estimation of percent of SA+A ”votes” with level of
confidence of C=99%
2Question was stated as: If given the opportunity to do so in a future course, I would like to use
again this specific software to help me practice programming.
The results suggest that the students’ experience with the software was very posi-
tive. A one-sample proportion in the Z-interval allowed us to confirm that the percentages
presented were conclusive; the estimated lower edge for combined StronglyAgree and Agree
responses is 72% for the first question.
The presence of Strongly Disagree and Disagree responses in the second question
(about whether the experience was bug free) is accounted for by minor bugs in interface
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which were brought to our attention by students in one of the survey’s open ended questions.
Beyond helping us identify such bugs, the responses to the open ended questions also helped
us gain the following insights:
• First iteration of UI needed some polishing: dialog protection for ’Give Up” but-
ton,removing requirement to click at fragment first before drag, trashing all fragments
denied returning one back to answer area
• Interface needed feedback/hint mechanisms (at that time)
• Some proposed puzzles were hard for students to solve (Prime number program)
• Some programs were repeated with different distractors which confused some stu-
dents.(this improvement is concerning puzzle-generation engine)
• Request for new puzzles which cover additional topics of the class
Some threats to the validity of the statistical validation of this survey should be
considered by the reader. First, student sampling was not random since students self-elected
to participate in the online survey. Second, the sampling data is assumed to be normal.
Mathematically, this means that the number of students which agreed and strongly agreed
should be greater or equal than 10, as well as number of neutral, disagreed and strongly
disagreed students. In our case, the the number of neutral agreement, disagreement, and
strong disagreement is 5. To justify, similar analysis can be conducted for the Strongly Agree
students by itself and, if we do so, the number of students in the which are not strongly agreed
is greater than 10.
3.5 Conclusion
Developed EvoParsons new interface and deployment process opened new horizon
towards experimentation with students’ behavioral data (UI events), evolutionary engine
mechanisms and different feedback approaches. This experimentation is future work which
allow to study students’ programming comprehension problems further.
Next chapters of this work, however, are dedicated to questions, how we can enrich
current library of transformations with the goal of generating of more advanced exercises to
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students from given set of java programs. As it was mentioned earlier, this task is close to
ideas of automated refactoring, but in our context, system should automate the generation
of both semantically neutral and buggy programs. First steps towards this automation is
selection of right transformation tools.
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Chapter 4: Modeling Transforms for Misconceptions
Transformation of given program could be seen from different perspectives. Ini-
tially, the EvoParsons approach was to perform text transformation with regular expressions
(regex). We have already mentioned the limitations of this tool when used to model stu-
dents’ misconceptions via code transforms. In the next section, we are going to describe in
more details both the theoretical and practical limitations of this approach. We will then
look into three alternatives tools that perform code transformations at the level of a parse
tree and/or abstract syntax tree (AST). Finally, we will identify the best suitable tool, given
our goals, and leverage it to develop a library of transforms which implements Caceffo’s mis-
conceptions. The applicability of these rewrite rules is then evaluated on a set of programs
corresponding to exercises from an introduction to Java programming textbook [36].
4.1 Analysis of meta-programming tools
The original work on the EvoParsons system demonstrated that regular expressions
are suitable to model elementary syntactical bugs, and their associated misconceptions, as
well as some logical bugs. However, this preliminary work also revealed their limitations in
modelling misconceptions commonly found in concept inventories for introductory program-
ming courses. This major limitation motivated the work that we are going to present in this
chapter.
In order to generate more complex bugs or design flows, we need tools featuring an
improved expressiveness so as to capture misconceptions that are based on concepts more
tightly related to the syntactic (e.g., full AST instead of string representing a program’s
line of code) or semantic structure of the underlying programs. We identified the following
qualities as essential for such a tool:
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• Feature sufficient expressiveness power to model advanced code transformations; e.g.,
transforming original code to a semantically neutral variant, to a variant that requires
further optimizations (memory usage, algorithm complexity...), to a variant featuring
design flaws (anti-pattern, redundancy...);
• Require from transform writer as minimal effort as possible. As we will discuss in this
section, some tools require the author of a code transformation to write manually the
AST traversal, matching and rewriting nodes as part of a separate program. Such
approaches make the task unnecessarily complex.
4.1.1 Limitations of Regular Expressions
From a theoretical point of view, regular expressions cannot represent languages in a
form anbn. It means that any matched pair of braces cannot by recognized in written regex:
• {...} - scope cannot be recognized correctly. Ending } in greedy mode the match
could present, for example, closing of outer scope or sibling scope. In non greedy
match, it can present the end of child scope. Although we can constrain in regex to
not include character } between two braces, it instantly limits the applicability of the
regex as the number of programs to which it may be applied decreases because most
Java programs contain nested scopes.
• (...) - grouping in math and predicates could not be recognized with same reasoning.
Although we can, here again, constrain to not include the character ’)’ in the text
between ’(’ and ’)’, it limits the application of regex to only simple expressions.
• [...] - array indexing.
• < ... > - generic type parameters.
Practically, regular expressions have extensions (look-forward and look-behind). But
still, for most complex code manipulations we need several code traversals. As you will
see with the transforms created for Caceffo misconceptions, transforms frequently have to
manipulate scopes, extracting some code into new symbol in outer scope. Such operations
are not feasible in practice with regex and in many times require writing custom code that
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operates with several regular expressionss. As we are already considering automating the
synthesis of such transformations in the next chapter, we are going to steer away from such
approach and favor higher-expressiveness tools.
Therefore, before we go to transform themselves we need to consider the representa-
tion on which transform operates:
• Parse tree - The input text of the program is first tokenized, then parsed. The
transform is then applied to the parse tree instead of the raw textual representation of
the program. This approach simplifies the design of transformations capturing specific
misconceptions. Purely syntactical transformations can be implemented by simply
modifying concrete tokens (e.g., remove semicolon token, change package keyword
token, etc). Entire units of code could be moved easily with proper matching of their
starting and ending delimiters.
• Asbtract syntax tree (AST) - The parse tree is transformed to an AST. This repre-
sentation makes it harder to model simple Java syntax errors, but facilitates complex
transformations at the level of the AST nodes. For instance, scope information is
incorporated into nodes.
To generate the textual representation of the modified code, tools apply another
traversal of pretty printer. Next we consider three tools; ANTLR, Rascal MPL, and Stratego.
4.1.2 ANTLR
ANother Tool for Language Recognition [1] allows to generate a lexer and a parser
from given g4 grammar file. The generated parser is an LL* parser[42]. For Java 1.8, there
is already an available g4 file [7] that we used for our evaluation.
ANTLR provides and API to call the parser on specific string with Java code and to
obtain parse tree, which then can be traversed with use of two close enough patterns: Listener
and Visitor (same approach that we saw in automated refactoring overview in chapter 2).
In order to pattern match the tree, ANTLR provides several possibilities:
• Do it manually during traversal by checking node types.
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• Using XPath expressions to query Java code parse tree.
• Through class ParseTreePattern, which compiles given template to another parse tree
with meta nodes.
The first approach requires from the transform author to manually develop Java code. The
second approach is more suitable. An examples of ANTLR tree pattern is:
int <Identifier > = <expression >;
Note that the meta nodes in the pattern are denoted with 〈...〉 which contain the name
of a rule in the g4 grammar to which this meta node should correspond. This constraint
requires the author of transforms to be intimately knowledgeable about the underlying g4
grammar. Also note, that the pattern itself should correspond to some rule from the gram-
mar. In other words, if we want to match some sequence of statements, we cannot simply
write them separated with semicolon inside the pattern string. The parent of these state-
ments should be present in the pattern.
After experimenting with ANTLR tree pattern matching, we concluded that their
mechanism suits well very simple cases, but not the type of transforms we intend to develop
in this thesis.
Let us consider a detailed example to illustrate this point. We want to write a code
transformation that generates the following bug: find two int variable declarations in same
scope, possibly separated by any number of other scope statements, and exchange their
initialization expressions.
In this case we would expect the syntax of the pattern in such form:
{... int <ID1 > = <expr1 >; ... int <ID2 > = <expr2 >; ...}
and full rewrite rule should look like this:
{... int <ID1 > = <expr1 >; ... int <ID2 > = <expr2 >; ...} ->
{... int <ID1 > = <expr2 >; ... int <ID2 > = <expr1 >; ...}
However, such a straightforward declarative notation is not possible when using
ANTLR. Its pattern matching requires to specify the type of captured parse subtree and
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there is no elipsis or wildcard notation, as previously mentioned. After pattern matching,
the author of a transform still needs to go through all matches and process each found parse
tree manually.
Pretty printing eventually easier to do with TokenStreamRewriter, which rewrites
concrete token to formed ones. As you can see, replacement part of rewriting should still be
coded.
Using ANTLR still can be feasible if we want to extend the EvoParsons library of
transforms with concrete transforms and do not mind manually developping them. Any
form of static semantic analysis (e.g., variable types and visibility) still has to be performed
manually and requires additional traversals. In general, tree transformations often require
several traversals that have to be coded manually in Java using the Listener and Visitor
patterns.
4.1.3 Rascal MPL
The second tool we evaluated is Rascal MPL [10]. Rascal is a general purpose language
which has imperative and functional features. It includes keywords/sugars to extend its
definition with defined domain specific language (DSL). This definition plays the same role
as g4 grammars. ANLTR allows to provide lexer and parser grammars in same or separate
g4 files. Rascal also has constructs to define language syntax (or parse tree structure) with
start syntax keyword and to define AST structure with data keyword. Conversion from parse
tree to AST is done by the so-called implode operation. Rascal has AST definition for Java
1.8 in the lang::java::m3 package, and definition for syntax in lang::java::syntax::Java18.
Traversing of trees in Rascal is similar to ANTLR Listener and Visitor patterns.
Rascal provides corresponding visit, innermost, etc methods which perform traversal, pattern
matching and rewriting at same time. Manipulation of the parsed trees is done at both the
level of concrete syntax (analog of parse tree patterns in ANTLR) and at the level of AST
nodes. Concrete syntax pattern matching works only on parse trees and, for now, still has
limitations. Consider the next example, that we expected to work:
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CompilationUnit rewritePackage1(CompilationUnit input) =
visit(input) {
case (PackageDeclaration) ‘package <{Identifier "."}+ N>;‘ =>
(PackageDeclaration) ‘package <{Identifier "."}+ NUpdated >;‘
when
[ *otherNames , lastName ] := [ "<n>" | n <- N ],
{Identifier "."}+ NUpdated :=
[ [Identifier] t | t <- [ *otherNames , lastName ] ]
};
The code uses visitor pattern to traverse all parse tree nodes. It pattern matches
the concrete syntax to find package declaration and collect all names of packages in list N.
Each element of N is not a string but an Identifier so we map them to strings with list
comprehension. Next, we decompose the list onto head list (otherNames) and tail element
(lastName). Then, we want to form again Identifier ”.”+ to be able to insert this object
back into the parse tree. The current Rascal implementation does not allow to do this easily
for now and we discussed this issue with Rascal team on Stack Overflow [11].
Rascal features powerful pattern-matching mechanisms that could not be found in
many other languages. For instance, pattern-matching on lists generates a list of all matches,
one element for each match that occurred. This allows to express algorithms in Rascal at a
much higher level than in ANTLR. The matched meta-variables still need to be typed, so
the author of transforms still needs knowledge of the underlying data structure representing
the grammar.
4.1.4 Stratego and Spoofax Workbench
The Stratego language is a part of the Spoofax Workbench [14, 15] which contains
different languages. Stratego, by itself, just performs code transformations with the support
of the SDF language. SDF defines a grammar for Java in our case (generated SDF parser is
a Scannerless Generalized LR parser). The tools perform compilation of the grammar into
format that is used by Stratego, inbuilt pretty printer and other workbench tools. We found
Java 1.8 SDF definition on GitHub [8].
Concrete Syntax in Stratego is implemented through SDF extension of Java syntax
with constructs that are inbuilt in AST that represent transitions to Stratego language and
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back. These nodes are called meta-nodes. The Java language enhancement is developed in
a separate file EmbeddedJava.sdf and allows writing scripts that contain mixed code of Java
and Stratego. Let us illustrate this with the following example;
my -strategy =
?|[ int ~metaName = ~metaExpr; ]|;
!|[ double ~metaName = 2.0 * ~metaExpr; ]|
This snippet demonstrates a simple strategy which performs pattern matching on a
given Java AST. Syntax specified between the |[...]| delimiters is concrete Java syntax. It is
Java code in Stratego code which is enhanced with transitions back to Stratego. In our exam-
ple, these transitions happen on each occurrence of the tilda symbol. The names metaName
and metaExpr are names of meta-variables, which Stratego treat in current context as bind-
ing operations. In other words, this snippet matches any int local variable declaration. The
name of this variable is then bound to metaName and the initialization is bound to meta-
Expr. After pattern matching with the ’?’ combinator, we perform replacement with ’ !’.
Note that, in both cases, we use Java concrete syntax, but, in the second case, we inter-
polate the generated AST with already-bound meta variables. We replace the int variable
declaration with a double variable declaration, and modify the initialization expression so
that it is multiplied by 2.
If we contrast Stratego’s approach to that of ANTLR and Rascal MPL, we can see
that the author of transforms does not need to know any definitions from SDF and may
instead directly use Java syntax to declare transformations (no need to specify types of AST
nodes in transformation). The concrete syntax is used in both cases: for pattern matching
and for replacements. Other tools does not allow to do this easily. Stratego works at the AST
level instead of at the parse tree level. Therefore, the concrete syntax should be correctly
formed Java construct. In order to introduce bugs, however, the tool allows to insert a special
meta node, StringNode, which is created with the string interpolation operation $[...]. As
with concrete syntax interpolation, meta-variables could be used inside string interpolation.
From the perspective of AST traversal, Stratego provides many strategies in the Standard
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Stratego Library (SSL): topdown, buttomup, oncetd, oncebu, all, etc. A single Stratego
strategy could result in many traversals, all applied in different orders, as necessary. As a
result, traversing with Stratego is much less verbose than with ANTLR.
4.1.5 Tools Comparison and Decision
Table 4.1 summarizes the comparison of the three tools we considered in this section.
of observed tools from different perspectives.
Table 4.1: Contrast between different meta tools
ANTLR Rascal MPL Stratego
Transformation subject parse tree parse tree and AST AST
Syntax definition g4 grammar inbuilt SDF
Parser type LL* unknown SGLR
Concrete syntax pattern parse tree parse tree AST
Traversal Patterns Visitor/Listener visit functions visit strategies
Rewrite Rewriter class AST nodes and CS1 Concrete syntax
CS node types required required note required
1Concrete syntax of Rascal is limited as it was discussed
So, from conducted analysis of the tools, we selected Stratego as the best suitable for
our purpose from perspective of ease of new transform implementation.
4.1.6 Stratego Semantic and Starting Point
Now that we have identified the most suitable tool for our goals, we are going to delve
deeper in Stratego and provide information that will be necessary to comprehend the rest
of this thesis. Stratego is not a general purpose language but a Domain Specific Language
(DSL) with the goal to transform data (in majority of cases the data is represented as ASTs,
but it is not required).
For this transformation, the language has implicit current data on which strategies
work. The combinator ’ !’ is used to replace the current data by the data that follows this
combinator, thus making all following strategies operate implicitly on the new data. SSL
precisely states how a called strategy affects current implicit data.
Another aspect of the language is its use of meta-variables. As you already have seen,
we can bind the names to some parts of a given AST and then perform operations on these
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parts through the bound names. But what is more important is that Stratego does not allow
to rebind already bound names. Next time when we use the same meta-variable in another
pattern matching, it plays role of constraint now. This is very important to have in mind,
because otherwise, written strategies could fail to find the AST part for transformation.
In general, Stratego by itself is not a trivial language and features many combinators
acting as syntactical sugar for more canonical, but lenghly, forms. We do not want to go
further but leave here the reference to Spoofax documentation [14]. Also note, that their
documentation is out-of-date. Development of the system presented in the next chapter
required us to analyze several GitHub Metaborg source code repositories.
As a starter, we took Spoofax repository of Java 1.8 language [8], which already con-
tains Java SDF definition and even EmbeddedJava.sdf. During next strategies development,
we still had to modify these definitions. EmbeddedJava modifications allowed us to enrich
our concrete syntax with other AST nodes (by default it was possible to only catch some
AST subtrees into concrete syntax and into meta-variables). We published our version of
the Java 1.8 Spoofax language repository with developed library of transformations at this
GitHub link [3].
4.2 Reasoning behind Developed Stratego Utils
When we speak about processing AST, we should consider the semantic of the tar-
get language (Java in our case). The previous section mentions concrete syntax for pattern
matching and sub-tree generation, however, we frequently need to perform the same opera-
tions in a language-specific manner.
We are talking about Static Semantic Analysis, a process for collecting scope infor-
mation about variables and their types. This is not easily done with Stratego and there is
a separate language, NABL, for this purpose, provided by the Spoofax workbench. NABL
defines static semantic rules and provides an API into Stratego itself. Then, Stratego can
query NABL annotations on AST to pick type and scope information. Since static code
analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis, we nevertheless decided decided to implement
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simple NABL functionalities in utilities Stratego strategies in order to be able to determine
how far we are able to go while only using Stratego.
• Type querying (taking into account shadowing) of simple variable names (we do not
cover AmbiguousNames, names of field and method calls from other names);
• Type inference for expression from literals and variables
4.2.1 Limitation of Expressiveness of Stratego Scripts
Although, as previously discussed, Stratego has more expressiveness power then regu-
lar expressions to capture scopes and defining the edges of expressions, it still has limitations.
Let us consider the following snippet to illustrate such limitations when detecting the return
type;
...
?|[ ~e1 + ~e2 ]|;
!|[ someFunc () ]|
...
!|[
~mods* int someFunc () {
return ~e1 + ~e2;
}
]|
We provide only part of written Stratego script, but we refer the reader to [3] for the
complete Stratego library that was developed. The idea behind the transform used in the
above example is to replace the sum of two expressions with a function call performing that
sum. The meta-variable mods represents the captured modifiers (static, public, etc) of the
function in which we found these two expressions. Note that we stated that function type
should be int, but actually we do not know this type. In order to find it, in this and many
other situations, we use the utilities strategies get-type and get-e-type that we describe in
details in the next subsection.
4.2.2 Implemented Type Inference
We implemented type inference for simple variable names and expressions which have
only simple variable names and literals. Our goal was to demonstrate how current strategies
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Get-Type (name, termination node)
1: stack ← Stack.empty
2: Traverse AST in down-up depth-first way
3: for each AST node entrance do
4: if current node is termination node then
5: Terminate traversal
6: end if
7: if current node matches class declaration then
8: type← (this node, type of field/method with name name)
9: stack.push(type)
10: else if current node matches method declaration then
11: type← (this node, type of argument with name name)
12: stack.push(type)
13: else if current node matches for statement then
14: type← (this node, type of variable name here)
15: stack.push(type)
16: else if current node matches block then
17: type← (this node, stack.top or None() if empty)
18: stack.push(type) //create another stack frame
19: else if current node local variable declaration with name
then
20: (scope, )← stack.pop()
21: type← type of variable
22: stack.push(type) //update of current scope
23: end if
24: end for
25: for each AST node exit do
26: if current node matches stack.top then
27: stack.pop()
28: end if
29: end for
30: return stack.top() or None() if symbol name is not found
Figure 4.1: Type inference for simple scope name
could be further enhanced without the need to integrate NABL. Not using such additions
would make our strategies less generic in terms of how many sub-AST they would be able
to match when applied to a set of programs.
Given algorithm 4.1 performs a query of AST at place of the call for given type of
the symbol at some specific point (scope) in AST. Next we look how we can infer type for
expression 4.2. This algorithm depends on first one and calls it for each variable which it
detects in the expression. Another utility strategy that we developed calculates the number
of pattern occurrence and normalize transformed tree. We used it to measure the coverage,
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Get-E-Type (expression)
1: literals← []
2: Traverse expression in bottom-up fashion
3: for each node in expression do
4: if node is double, int or float literal then
5: type← build NumericType AST node of concrete syntax
6: literals← type :: literals
7: end if
8: end for
9: variables← []
10: Traverse expression in bottom-up fashion
11: for each AST node do
12: if current node is ambiguous name then
13: return fail()
14: end if
15: if current node is simple name name then
16: type← Get− Type(name, expression)
17: variables← type :: variables
18: end if
19: end for
20: types← literals + variables
21: return Max type from types
Figure 4.2: Type inference for expression
by our implemented misconceptions, of a repository of end-of-chapter exercises taken from
a popular introduction to programming textbook [36].
Normalization is used due to fact that Stratego could form, as result of transform,
incorrect AST trees that cannot be pretty printed. For instance, if we want to replace one
statement in a scope with more than one statement, we have to generate a Stratego list of
AST nodes and the normalization strategy performs flattening.
All corresponding Stratego code may be found in [3] and Appendix B.
4.3 Developing Transformations for Caceffo Misconceptions
Next, we consider Caceffo repository. Just to recall, misconception is not just a bug,
it could represent a coherent theory of how a programming language might operate while
still being incorrect in the context of Java semantic. From the computing education research
perspective, the most interesting students misconceptions are indeed not simple typos or
the result of forgetfulness. They instead expose flawed internal models that the students
developed while learning the material, and rely upon until we disprove them. For some
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misconceptions (e.g., off-by-one bug) the initial EvoParsons system already provide regular
expressions based transformations in its library. In order to understand the context of the
following material, we need to refer the reader to Caceffo work first [22].
For further material we have next assumption: transform operates on correct Java
program and should rewrite it to a code which can be shown to the student in order to assess
his/her possible misconceptions.
When we developed rewrite rules we need to be sure that rewrite rule presents only
”controllable” modification, a modification with expected output. It means that rewrite
rule should present bugs or design flows that are documented in B2 OR be semantically
neutral even though program is transformed. Simple move of local variable to scope of class
can produce ”uncontrollable” bug when there is already field with same name as name of
variable.
Note that we skipped the F group of Caceffo’s misconceptions because they consider
pointer operations which are not present in Java.
Developed transformations are presented in Appendix B and are also available in a
public repository [3]. We first tested them on trivial examples before to apply them to a set
of end of chapter exercises from a popular introductory programming in Java textbook [36].
4.3.1 A1
A student uses the side effects of the scanf function to set the value of a function
parameter, as the first statement in a function. In Java, the API is organized in a way such
that primitive values cannot be modified with side-effects (instead Scanner.next methods
return the value). Therefore, the closest way to check this misconception is to generate
non-existing in Java function scanf. Another approach is to wrap with transformation given
primitive type argument into a class (for example, IntWrapper), then, rename all the oc-
currences inside the method of the current argument to a property call, and insert as first
instruction a call to the function that changes the inner property of IntWrapper.
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We developed Stratego stategies implementing both approaches. While the first ap-
proach might be implemented with regular expressions, the second clearly requires Stratego
since renaming requires capturing of the scope. We also observed that the second transfor-
mation turned out to be very obtrusive due to the fact that it introduces additional concepts
in possibly simple contexts. Based on this, we determined that A1 should be treated as
specific to the C programming language.
4.3.2 A2
Students with this misconception, think that it is possible to modify an argument
of a primitive data type inside of a method so that the changes would impact variables
outside the scope of the method. The following code shows the implementation of the
corresponding transformation in Stratego. We introduce this code here because the pattern
of this implementation is common for all other transforms.
caceffo -A2 =
?ast;
?|[
~mods* class ~someClass {
~decls*
}
]|;
!decls*;
one({ mmods*, tp1 , n1 , ps1*, stmts*:
?|[ ~mmods* ~tp1 ~n1(~prms:ps1*) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
!stmts*;
oncetd ({x, e, stopTerm , stopTermLine , stopTermColumn:
?|[ x = e ]| => stopTerm;
!(<origin -line >, <origin -column >) => (stopTermLine ,
stopTermColumn);
!e; oncebu (?x);
!ast;
get -type(|x, stopTerm , stopTermLine , stopTermColumn) =>
xType;
!x => xOut; !e => eOut;
!|[ addF(x) ]|}) => mdStmts *;
!mmods* => mmodsOut *;
!|[ ~mmods* ~tp1 ~n1(~prms:ps1*) {
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~mdStmts*
}
]|
}) => mdDecls *;
!|[
~mmodsOut* void addF(~ xType ~xOut) {
~xOut = ~eOut;
}
]| => newFunc;
!|[
~mods* class ~someClass {
~mdDecls*
~newFunc
}
]|
The A2 Stratego transform works as follows. First, it captures some class definition
and then a method declaration with the traversal strategy one. This strategy succeeds only
the given inner strategy succeeds. Inside the method, we search for an expression of the
form x = e, where e should contain variable x. The strategy then extracts this expression
and wrap it inside a method named addF that will be created and added to the existing
code. Note, that we use our utility method get-type to determine the type of x so that we
may generate a method addF returning an approriate data type as result of the evaluation of
expression e. The method addF modifies its parameter x and, according to Java semantics,
this modification only affects the parameter x in the method’s activation record. Thus, by
applying this transform, we generate a version of the program featuring a logical error that
captures the essence of the A2 misconception. Students who see this code as correct, will be
most likely operating under its erroneous logic.
The A2 transform uses a common pattern that we reused frequently as we devel-
oped other transforms: capture class, capture method inside class, capture expression inside
method, modify an expression, modify method, modify class. In some cases, it would be
easier to accomplish such modifications if we could start by matching the expression and
then move on to matching the enclosing class. however, to the best of our knowledge, this
is not possible in Stratego.
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This transform is definitively not implementable using only regular expressions due
to the fact that the new method added to the existing code needs to be inserted within the
class scope. With only regular expressions, we would have to assume things such as the fact
that the last closing ’}’ of the file is indeed the one closing the class in which we need to insert
the new method. These scope-related limitations are where the awareness of the underlying
AST makes Stratego a much more desirable tool to model non-trivial misconceptions.
4.3.3 A3
In this misconception, students assume that the method arguments, as they declared,
have a visibility scope of whole class (like fields have) and method itself plays role of initial-
ization of the argument.
To capture the essence of this misconception, our Stratego transform, as with the
previous misconception, uses code extraction. It searches in the given Java program for any
local variable declaration with an initialization that is first extracted and re-injected into
a new method. The synthesized method’s name starts with ”init” and is inserted at the
beginning of the class.
As with the previous misconception, this transform could not be implemented using
solely regular expressions due to the fact that it has to search for correct class scope where
to inject the synthesized method code.
caceffo -A3 =
...
oncetd (?|[ ~xType x = e1; ]|; !$[ ]);
...
!$[init_[x]] => newFuncName;
!|[
~mmodsOut* ~xType ~newFuncName(int x) {
x = e1;
return x;
}
]| => newFunc;
!|[ ~mods* class ~someName {
~newFunc
~modifiedDecls*
} ]|
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4.3.4 A4
In this misconception students assume that the Java language runtime is able to figure
out the order of parameters as they are passed to method. Caceffo presents an example of
this misconception, however, it is our opinion that the example does not precisely capture
the alternative semantic by which the student may be abiding. We use the following code
sample to illustrate the major aspects of the Stratego transform:
caceffo -A4 =
...
?stm |[ ~_; ]| => stmt;
oncetd(
...
?|[ e1 - e2 ]|;
!e1; get -e-type(|ast , <origin -line >, <origin -column >) =>
e1Type;
debug (!" E1 type: ");
!e2; get -e-type(|ast , <origin -line >, <origin -column >) =>
e2Type;
get -max -type(|e1Type , e2Type) => eType;
...
!|[ _helper(p_a , p_b) ]|}) => modifiedStmt;
![ |[ ~type1 p_b = ~e1Out; ]|, |[ ~type2 p_a = ~e2Out; ]|,
modifiedStmt ]
});
normalizeList;
...
!|[
~mmodsOut* ~helperType _helper (~type1 p_a , ~type2 p_b) {
return p_a - p_b;
}
]|;
...
After capturing the class and method, we capture a concrete statement that features
a subtraction of one expression from another. Each expression is extracted into a local
variable, and the subtraction operation is replaced by a call to a helper method. When
doing so, the transform ensures that the arguments are provided in the wrong order to the
method. At the same time, the naming suggests that the order is correct. Note that we can
further generalize this transform to other non-commutative operations.
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4.3.5 A5
In this misconception, students believe that the returned value from a method call is
automatically assigned to the expected variable by the Java runtime. The following transform
introduces such a situation in correct code;
caceffo -A5 =
?e |[ ~x = ~f(~args*) ]|;
!args*; oncebu (?x);
!e |[ ~f(~args*) ]|
First, we capture an assignment expression that contains a method call. We then
check that at least one argument is the variable to which we assign the result. This is the
variable that students falling for this misconception will assume to be automatically assigned
the return value. Finally, we remove the assignment and leave the function call.
Regular expressions would only be sufficient to implement this transform in the most
elementary cases where there are no parentheses (inner expressions) inside the arguments.
4.3.6 A6
In this misconception, students provide the arguments to a method in alphabetical
order; e.g., expression with parameter a, then expression with parameter b. The method
declares the parameter names in reverse order; e.g., argument b first, then a. Students think
that the correct way to fix this is to swap expressions when calling the method.
We implement this misconception as the following Stratego strategy;
caceffo -A6 =
...
!e1; bottomup(try(x1 -> x2)) => e3;
!e2; bottomup(try(x2 -> x1)) => e4;
...
!|[ _helper(e3 , e4) ]|
...
!|[ ~mmods* ~helperT _helper (~ helperT ~x2 , ~helperT ~x1) {
return ~x2 - ~x1;
} ]|; ...
Here x1 and x2 play the role of variables a and b and they ”exchange” their expressions
on first lines. Then, the expressions e3 and e4 are used when calling the method.
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4.3.7 B1
The group of B misconceptions considers the notion of scope in Java. In B1, students
think that locally defined variables have a global visibility scope. In order to generate
code that examplifies this misconception, we extract local variable declarations from a given
method and move them to a new init method. This approach is similar to what we have
used in A3. Another approach could consist in extracting the expression which uses names
from current scope into a separate method.
We decided to implement the first approach and the resulting Stratego code is pro-
vided in Appendix B. The following code sample illustrates the major points of transforma-
tion. First, we collect all local variables declarations with the help of wildcard meta-binding.
Then, we remove these declarations and inject a new init method in which they are placed.
caceffo -B1 =
...
!stmts*;
where(collect (?|[ ~_ ~_ = ~_; ]|) => foundVars *);
topdown(try({node: ?node; !(node , foundVars *); elem;
!$[]
})) => newStmts *;
!$[init_[func]] => initFuncName;
!|[ ~fmods* void ~initFuncName () {
~foundVars*
} ]|; ...
The following illustrates the outcome of applying the above-defined transform to a
small example program.
public static class Welcome {
public static void init_main( ) {
double i = 0;
double a = 10;
int b = 2;
}
public static void main(String [] args) {
i = 2 * a - b;
...
}
}
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Current transform could be implemented with regex in a very simple case. It is when
we capture one local variable definition and extract it to the method that we put after first
open curly brace. In many other contexts, when we have nested types or several top-level
classes, we cannot use regex implementation and Stratego script, thus, covers more programs.
4.3.8 B2 and B4
In misconception B2, students assume that global variables have local scope and have
their values restored on re-entrance. Moving a local variable declaration to global scope
in some method could actually be enough to introduce this misconception. To this end,
the injected method should be applied twice somewhere else in the code. Moreover, the
moved local variable should appear both in lValue and rValue positions (if it appeared only
as rValue, the variable would not change; if it appeared only in a lValue expression, the
variable is reasigned each time on entrance to function). So we can imagine examples of
programs for which such rewrite rule will not introduce the misconception, but will instead
be semantically neutral.
Misconception B4 states that students think that global variables are not visible and
treats provided correct code as errand. The transform implementing B4 is also moving a local
variable declaration to global scope in order to assess if students have this misconception.
But in B4 updates to moved variable (if any) should be done without consideration of variable
previous state. We implemented trivial strategy Caceffo-B2B4, which moves local variable
declaration to global scope without any additional constraint check that we discussed.
caceffo -B2 -B4 =
...
oncebu(
...
?|[ ~varType ~varName = ~varExpr; ]|;
...
!$[]);
...
!|[~ cmods* class ~someClass {
~varType ~varName = ~varExpr;
~modifiedDecls*
} ]|
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We considered more concrete example of B2 transform, a capturing and moving to
global scope of a loop accumulator. Corresponding transform (caceffo-B2-loop-acc) is in
Appendix B.
4.3.9 B3
In this misconception, students expect variables with the same names, but in different
scopes, to refer to the same memory. We implemented this transformation by first collecting
a local variable declaration and then extracting an expression which contains at least two
variables from them. We rename one of the variables in the expression so that it features
the same name as another local variable that does not match to two mentioned variables.
Then we create a helper method, with this expression as body, and arguments which names
match the names of variables in an altered expression. The corresponding transformation is
provided in Appendix B.
4.3.10 C1
The group of C misconceptions is about recursion. In C1, students do not know how
to design a recursive expression and end up generating an infinite recursion. Basically, in
correct code we need to find a recursive method. We do this only for direct recursion for
sake of simplicity.
We then find a recursive call which modifies its argument. We created a concrete
transform only for function with one parameter which captures a call with inline expression.
caceffo -C1 -p(breakDecrementExpression) =
?|[
~mods* ~type ~fun(~prms:args*) {
~stms*
}
]|;
...
?|[
return ~fun(~e1);
]|;
!e1;
breakDecrementExpression;
?e1Modified;
...
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caceffo -C1 =
caceffo -C1 -p((?e |[ x-- ]|; !|[ x++ ]|) <+
(?e |[ e1 -e2 ]|; !|[ e1+e2 ]|) <+
(?e |[ --x ]|; !|[ ++x ]|) <+
(?e |[ ++x ]|; !|[ --x ]|) <+
(?e |[ x++ ]|; !|[ x-- ]|) <+
(?e |[ e1+e2 ]|; !|[ e1 -e2 ]|)
)
The above strategy’s parameter allows us to specify how we want to modify the
expression.
4.3.11 C2
In this misconception, students believe that the recursive call is not necessary. In this
transform, we simply search for a method call with any number of arguments, then remove
it from the code.
...
?|[
return ~fun(~_*);
]|;
!$[])
...
4.3.12 C3
In this case students forget the termination condition for recursion. To implement
this misconception as a transform, we need to remove from the correct program, not just the
termination return statement, but the whole alternative innermost branch of termination.
The code for this transform is provided in Appendix B.
4.3.13 D1
The group of D misconceptions relates to problems with loops. D1 focuses on a
misconception about how to write the statement incrementing a loop’s counter variable.
The corresponding transform is similar to what we have done in C1; i.e., destruction of a
correct incremental expression.
caceffo -D1 = caceffo -D1 -while <+ caceffo -D1 -for
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We implemented this transform as a combination of two transforms of while and for
loops. In both cases, the incrementing statement is modified to be incorrect. Details are
provided in Appendix B.
4.3.14 D2
In this misconception, students group relative statements into one scope even though
some statements should be outside the loop. Figure 4.3 details how we implemented the
corresponding transform.
Figure 4.3: D2 transformation, moving statement inside the loop
Misconception D2 applies to loops that perform an accumulation in a variable, then,
immediately after the loop statement, use that same variable in an expression. For now, the
corresponding Stratego transform is implemented so as to targer only for loops. Generaliza-
tion to while and do-while loops is straightforward.
It is only possible to implement this transform with regular expressions if we are
willing to ignore loops with inner scores, e.g., if-statements. This means, however, that such
an implementation would seldom be applicable to code samples. The complete code for this
strategy is provided in Appendix B.
4.3.15 D3
This misconception relates to general issues with designing loops’ initialization and
conditional expressions. The corresponding transform is similar to what we have seen in D1.
Therefore, we do not provide here any further considerations and refer to Appendix B.
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4.3.16 D4 and D6
We do not consider these two misconceptions because they are stated too generi-
cally: student does not understand how to write loop correctly. Most of their details are
incorporated in D3 and D1.
4.3.17 D5
In this misconception, students believe that loop statements and their definitions are
automatically imposed by compiler. To check this belief, we can transform the loop by
replacing the loop with its statements.
4.3.18 E1
All E1 misconceptions are dedicated to understanding of structures in C. We were
able to adapt them to Java classes.
E1 revolves around the traditional error of comparing objects with the == operator
which only compares references and does not take into account the actual objects’ contents.
Commonly, new Java programmers tend to make this mistake when comparing strings.
The corresponding transform simply consists in replacing calls to the equals method
by the use of the == operator.
caceffo -E1: |[ ~p1.equals(e) ]| -> |[ ~p1 == e ]|
caceffo -E4: |[ ~obj1.~ field1 ]| -> |[ ~obj1[~ field1] ]|
4.3.19 E2, E3, E4, E5
These misconceptions are also trivial; students believe that, when comparing fields,
the fields should be specified only once. We implemented it via the following transform;
caceffo -E2: |[ ~obj1.~ field1 == ~obj2.~ field1 ]| -> |[ ~obj1.~ field1
== ~obj2 ]|
This transform could also be implemented solely using regular expressions. Note that,
here, we did not use the equals method, assuming that field1 had primitive type.
E3 is too C-specific. Student uses syntax of referencing the field through pointer.
This is not possible in Java.
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E4 is a belief that a field of the object could be accessed through array notation (most
probable if student comes with JavaScript background). The transformation is also trivial
and could be done with regular expressions.
E5 is also C-specific; student believes that he/she needs to repeat struct keyword on
each field access. The struct keyword is absent in Java, though it is not hard to write similar
transformation.
4.3.20 G1
All G misconceptions are about Boolean Expression. Because regex could not easily
track pairs of parentheses, corresponding regex transformations could work in limited context
and require from writer to be accurate in tracking pairs.
G1 represents situations in which students literally transcribe English sentences to
Boolean expression. We can simulate this with a transformation which modifies the expres-
sion by regrouping it.
caceffo -G1 =
(|[ e1 && (e2 || e3) ]| -> |[ (e1 && e2) || e3 ]|) <+
(|[ (e1 && e2) || e3 ]| -> |[ e1 && (e2 || e3) ]|) <+
...
Regex representation is possible for simple expressions and requires tracking of paren-
thesises.
4.3.21 G2
In this misconception, students do not know how to evaluate Boolean expression.
They just use inner if statements to create logically equivalent code. In our case, this
transform does not generate bugs but produces a new variant of an equally correct program.
The corresponding code is provided in Appendix B.
4.3.22 G3
This misconception is C-specific. Students do not know how to evaluate the expression
so the write corresponding arithmetic expression. In Java this code produces compilation
bug because there is no implicit conversion of Boolean to int.
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caceffo -G3: |[ e1 && (e2 || e3) ]| -> |[ (e1 + e2 + e3 >= 2) ]|
4.3.23 G4
In this last misconception student has wrong semantic of usage of while loops, thinking
that somehow while loop has an effect onto generated Boolean expression. Because the
misconception is stated too general and the logic of student is not clear, we were not able to
develop precise transformation. Closest that we have right now is substitution of if statement
to while statement.
4.3.24 Changing places of two loops
Even though Caceffo did not include this misconception, but one interesting design
flow is when student develops two loops that have wrong order of following in code: the
loops that should be outer is actually inner loop. Such design issue could be semantically
neutral, but produce performance penalties.
loop -interchange -for -for =
?|[
for (~fori:initOuter *; ~condOuter; ~iterOuter *) {
~stmtsOuter*
}
]|;
!stmtsOuter *;
oncetd (|[ for (~fori:initInner *; ~condInner; ~iterInner *) {
~stmts*
}
]| ->
|[ for (~fori:initOuter *; ~condOuter; ~iterOuter *) {
~stmts*
}
]|) => modifiedStmtsOuter *;
!|[ for (~fori:initInner *; ~condInner; ~iterInner *) {
~modifiedStmtsOuter*
}
]|
4.4 Evaluation of developed CI transforms
We check the applicability of developed Stratego transforms by running them on
Java code from Chapter 4-8 exercises of an introductory Java programming textbook [36].
Table 4.2 shows two things. In first column there is a transform category which shows is it
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possible to create corresponding regular expression. Other columns present the percentage
of matched and transformed examples per chapter from the book.
Table 4.2: Appearance of the patterns from
transforms in Liang examples
Regex Ch 4 Ch 5 Ch 6 Ch 7 Ch 8
A2 no 5.9 20.9 35.9 6.12 0.00
A3 limited 100 94.0 92.5 100 92.7
A4 no 2.94 11.94 9.43 14.29 9.76
A5 limited 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
A6 no 0.00 5.97 1.89 2.04 4.88
B1 limited 100 100 100 100 92.7
B2B4 no 20.6 73.1 58.5 83.7 73.2
B2 no 0.00 2.99 3.77 10.2 2.44
B3 no 8.82 11.9 7.55 0.00 0.00
C1 no 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C2 no 0.00 0.00 1.89 0.00 0.00
C3 no 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D1 limited 0.00 35.8 26.4 24.5 2.44
D2 limited 0.00 11.9 30.2 2.04 0.00
D3 yes 0.00 56.7 54.7 61.2 63.4
D5 limited 0.00 37.3 26.4 26.5 9.76
E1 limited 2.94 1.49 0.00 0.00 2.44
E2 yes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
E3 yes 100 100 100 100 92.7
E4 yes 100 100 100 100 92.7
E5 yes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
G1 limited 11.8 26.9 35.8 18.4 14.6
G2 limited 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
G3 limited 0.00 0.00 3.77 0.00 0.00
G4 yes 5.88 25.4 18.87 34.7 39.0
Some transforms could have corresponding regex analog and this is denoted in first
column with tag ”yes”. Other transforms could have this representation only for subset
of input java programs a set of original Stratego transformation. This is due to fact that
regular expressions should be constrained further (like excluding the possibility of nested
scopes, because regex cannot track the beginning and the end of it). Such transforms are
marked as ”limited’ in the first column. Finally, we have transforms that marked with
”no” in the table 4.2. These transforms could not be represented with regular expressions
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(practically very hard or impossible to create them). As conclusion, we state that developed
library of Stratego scripts work on broader set of contexts and provide broader set of rewrites.
Table 4.2 reveals that some transforms are more generic, while others are too concrete
(operate only on specific contexts). For example, if we compare B2B4 (which moves local
variable declaration with initialization without dependencies to global scope) and B2 (which
has additional constraints to enforce match of accumulator in the loop) we can see the
difference.
A3 is even more generic as it extracts any local variable declaration without enforcing
additional constraints to the initialization function. But some transforms did not match at
all. It happens because of absence of the context which is searched on pattern matching.
• A5, for example, expects that there is a method in the code which is called and its
transform matches this method call. But another approach to write this transform is
to perform method extraction.
• E3 and E4 transformations are too generic because we cannot yet distinguish name
of namespace from name of variable. These patterns should further be constrained.
As workaround we can check that marched AmbiguousName does not correspond to
System.
• C group has low applicability because exercises does not present yet recursion to
students. Note that C2 matched once and after manual investigation it happened
that it captured context where there are two overloaded functions and one of them
calls another (C2 treated such situation as recursive call). C2 removed one of the
return statements in this case. But we can constraint further the pattern to match
the call with same signature as the signature of current function. This we left for
future work.
To conclude, some developed transforms are still concrete enough. For example, in
some contexts, we captured only the sum of two expressions, while misconceptions could be
generalized to any arithmetic operation. It is not hard to expand the pattern matching by
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covering such additional cases but this is mostly development work that goes beyond the
scope of this thesis in which our primary concern was to establish the feasibility of the new
approach.
4.5 Conclusion
We analyzed different meta-programming tools that allow to do transformations on
AST and parse tree level. After comparing their pros and cons, with respect to the goals of
this thesis, we identified the most suitable to implement a new library of code-transformations
based on the misconceptions the computing education literature associates with introductory
programming concept inventories. This first contribution opens the potential to significantly
extend the usefulness of the current EvoParsons system. Integrating the new code trans-
formations in the existing library will require some development work but will allow the
evolutionary component to now manipulate a class of transformations that models miscon-
ceptions that were impossible to model using regular expressions. This contribution also
demonstrated the suitability of meta-programming tools to extend the coverage of concept
inventories possible with software tools such as EvoParsons. It is an essential first step toward
being able to increase the autonomy of such systems so that they are able to actually design
from scratch such transformations. While this is the long term goal of this research agenda,
we will now investigate in the next chapter a proof of concept of the feasibility of applying
evolutionary computation techniques to the models we have designed in this chapter.
Now, when we have a knowledge how to transform code manually, we can approach
our next goal, how to automate the generation of bugged and semantically neutral programs.
In next chapter we look onto our first approach to this task. We will demonstrate simple
Proof-of-concept example of generating variants of given program, which then could be given
to students for assessing their coding skills.
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Chapter 5: Grammatical Evolution of Stratego transformations of Java code
In this chapter we discuss our approach to automating the synthesis of program
transformations. In the proposed EvoTransforms system, phenotypes represent Stratego
scripts and performs the rewriting of Java code. We used the ECJ framework to apply
Grammatical Evolution to evolve such transforms.
In the following sections, we discuss the problems that we targeted, go through rep-
resentation, evolution and evaluation pipelines, discuss fitness and discuss the results of
our first experiments. In discussion we speak about vectors of further experimentation and
constraint relaxation.
The code of EvoTransforms is released under an open source license and available on
GitHub [5].
5.1 Problem of automatic code transform generation
The problem of automatically synthesizing code transformations can be seen as an
optimization problem. Its general statement is: given an initial program (or set of programs),
find a transform of its AST that produces the ”expected” program. In order to determine
how close the generated program is to the ”expected” one, we may consider their respective
outputs, their structure, or apply some other software engineering metrics.
In the section about fitness, we further elaborate on this topic. For now, we formulate
next examples of the general underlying problem:
• Problem 1: by given tuple of input program and expected output program search for
Stratego transform that produces closest by AST distance output to expected output
program (minimization of syntactic distance). Transform then could be used in other
contexts to perform same rewriting.
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• Problem 2: by given input program and set of unit tests, which given program passes)
search for Stratego transforms that produces programs that are variants of given
program (minimize semantic distance).
• Problem 3: by given input program, set of unit tests and set of metrics, search for
Stratego transformation that performs semantically neutral program optimization.
In this work we tackle the underlying optimization problem with the help of an Evolutionary
Algorithms, and more particularly, the Grammatical Evolution (GE) algorithm. As you will
see, GE allows not just to obtain expected outcome, but the inner state (compared to
Neural Networks) is easier to interpret. Inner state, a population of genotypes, is eventually
converted to phenotypes, a collection of Stratego strategies.
5.1.1 Prove-of-concept problem
We can simplify problem 2 further to form our ”proof of concept” problem: given a
program that contains a for-loop with one local variable declaration, one condition expres-
sion, and one change expression, find a transform which produces semantically equivalent
code, where equivalency is judged by comparison of obtained and expected program outputs
(stdout).
The following illustrates one of the possible Stratego transforms that we could imple-
ment to this end;
gp -poc =
?|[ for (~type ~loopVar = ~initExpr ;~cond;~inc) {
~stms*
} ]|;
![ |[ ~type ~loopVar = ~initExpr; ]| |
[ |[ while(~cond) {
~stms*
~inc;
} ]| ] ]
The above transformation replaces a for-loop by some local variable declaration ac-
companied with a while-loop. Note, though, this replacement creates code that does not
correspond to defined Java sdf grammar. Thus, Java pretty printer fails by default. To fix
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this, we traverse the obtained tree one more time and flatten each list that we find. To this
end, we used the normalizeList developed in chapter 4. The following program is the one we
used as initial code in our proof of concept.
public class POC {
public stat ic void main ( St r ing [ ] a rgs ) {
int sum = 0 ;
for ( int i = 7 ; i < 10 ; i++) {
sum = sum + i ;
}
System . out . format ( ”Sum 1 . . 1 0 i s %d%n” , sum ) ;
}
}
The program produces 11 lines of output, content of which is parameterized by vari-
ables from context. The goal of our GE system, EvoTransforms, is to find a transform that
forms an equivalent programs that produces precisely the same output.
5.2 Representation
The GE algorihtm evolves integer vectors as genotypes. Each integer represents a
choice that the system makes in order to generate a GP tree. This choice is based on a
grammar that is provided to the GE algorithm. Its role is dual;
• to present an option for the choice in process of GP node generation
• to present constraints onto possibly generated GP nodes.
The GE algorithm works with a current implicit rule (at the beginning it is the 〈start〉 rule)
and a current element currentInt from the integer vector. It then calculates the number of
possible options optionCount which are separated by — (pipe) in the grammar. Then GE
algorithm then calculates a choice:
choice = currentInt mod optionCount
The choice represents an index of the option which GE selects now as current rule, if it
is a reference to next rule (denoted as 〈...〉 in the grammar), or creates a corresponding
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GPNode and traverses its children in depth-first fashion. In both cases further current rule
will consider next integer in GE vector for performing a choice. As you can see, by the
nature, GE has high epistasis (the dependency of the outcome from gene position in the
genotype).
When applying the GE algorithm to a new problem, developing this grammar is a
key step.
5.2.1 Developed Grammar
To understand how the grammar influences the evolution process, we present excerpts
of the developed grammar (see grammars in Appendix C).
Listing 5.1: Excerpt of Developed Generative Grammar
<start > ::= (strCons <initialDeclStmt > <termStrList >)
#
# 50/50 chances to have single instruction or more
<termStrList > ::= (singleton <termStmt >)
<termStrList > ::= (strCons <stmt > <termStrList >)
#
# 50/50 chances to get loops , not 2 out of 5
<termStmt > ::= <termIfStmt > | <termWhileStmt >
<termWhileStmt > ::= (while <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
<termWhileStmt > ::= (doWhile <termLoopStmts > <boolExpr >)
<termIfStmt > ::= (if <boolExpr > <termStmts >)
<termIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <termStmts > <stmts >)
<termIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <stmts > <termStmts >)
#
# chances to terminate is 1 of 3
<termStmts > ::= <metaStmtsRule >
<termStmts > ::= (prepend <stmt > <termStmts >)
<termStmts > ::= (append <termStmts > <stmt >)
#
...
#
<boolExpr > ::= (not <boolExpr >)
<boolExpr > ::= (and <boolExpr > <boolExpr >)
<boolExpr > ::= (ls <mathExpr > <mathExpr >)
<boolExpr > ::= (eq <mathExpr > <mathExpr >)
<assignExpr > ::= (assign <var > <mathExpr >)
#
...
#25% chance to go rec
<mathExpr > ::= (number) | <var > | (metaExpr) | <mathExprRec >
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<mathExprRec > ::= (add <mathExpr > <mathExpr >) | (sub <mathExpr > <mathExpr >)
#
...
This excerpt shows that many rules have direct or indirect recursive definitions. Thus,
the grammar is capable to generate Stratego scripts of any desired tree depth. What also
should we note is that the way we write the grammar influences much the probability to
obtain concrete script. The probability is not uniform (two different scripts have different
chances to be generated). These chances are defined by grammar again by the number of
options on each GPNode generation step.
Let’s look onto concrete example. Initially, ¡stmt¿ rule in the grammar was written
like this:
<stmt > ::= (toStmt <castableToStmt >)
<stmt > ::= (if <boolExpr > <stmts >)
<stmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <stmts > <stmts >)
<stmt > ::= (while <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<stmt > ::= (doWhile <loopStmts > <boolExpr >)
In this case we have 4 recursive choices and 1 termination from recursion. So the
chance to end current branch of GPTree is 1 of 5. If all rules are written in such manner,
deeper trees are more probable as an output, but also the chance of not been able to generate
GPTree at all is also high. This happens when GEIndividual do not have enough integers
and current tree is still unfinished. In this case, GE assigns to this individual very high fitness
and does not give it to evaluation pipeline (described further). There are two ways to deal
with this: increase the length of GE vector in ECJ configuration or enabled GEIndividual
interpretation wrapping. In second case, GE starts interpretation of the vector from start
when it reaches the end of the vector and was not able to finish the GPTree.
Wrapping is a technique that increases further epistasis, because now we have a
dependency of subtree from structure of parent tree. Therefore, we decided to disable it for
further experiments. Increasing vector size could help too some degree, but if the probability
of generating deep GPTrees does not go down fast enough with the tree height, it still very
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probable chance that GE would not be able to generate the tree. Now, look onto next rule
definitions:
<stmt > ::= (toStmt <castableToStmt >) | <stmtRec >
<stmtRec > ::= (if <boolExpr > <stmts >)
<stmtRec > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <stmts > <stmts >)
<stmtRec > ::= (while <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<stmtRec > ::= (doWhile <loopStmts > <boolExpr >)
Figure 5.1: Phenotype sample from generation 0
Here chance for GPTree branch generation termination is increased because a chance
of obtaining toStmt is now 1 of 2 (instead of 20%). Chances for each recursive choice went
from 20% to 12.5%. Thus, probability of generating shallow trees are higher, and if grammar
is written in such manner, probability of obtaining very deep trees decreases with tree height.
Also note, that now for generating recursive cases the system needs two integers from vector
instead of one. Therefore, the length of the vector should be increased accordingly to generate
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same possible outcome as with previous grammar (even though the outcome could be now
less probable).
To conclude, we developed a grammar that prefer shallow trees but still can generate
3-4 inner scopes (note that we relaxed grammar for 30 described in next sections runs, so
deeper trees could be generated (Figure 5.1 presents deepness of generated Stratego script
on generation 0)). The local probability is one of the ”knob” of the system that we can
adjust with grammar and check system behavior. This adjustment should be based on the
knowledge of what we are searching. In our POC we know that we search for semantically
equivalent (from std output perspective) program which should not be too deep. Therefore,
we adjusted the grammar accordingly. What would be nice to see in ECJ framework is the
ability to state probabilities of rule choices explicitly in the generative grammar. Another
workaround that we used is by defining same option in the rule several times (note that
grammar is not used for parsing at all and we do not consider any ambiguity issues. Grammar
is a regular grammar and is generative (used only for node generation)).
5.2.2 Developed GPNodes
GE eventually generates a GPTree with nodes based on grammar. You saw in the
grammar nodes like if, ifElse, while, doWhile. Next table 5.1 summarize classes of GPNodes
and how the correspond to our phenotype.
Note that developed nodes do not constrain their children, though they have expected
arity. In ECJ GP, constraints are given via implementation of GPNodeConstraint and stating
these constraints for each node. With GE though, constraining is done om the level of
grammar. Grammar can generate trees only from nodes that are specified in corresponding
rules, it does not do it randomly.
Majority of nodes represent Java, some nodes represent Stratego constructs, and
bunch of nodes are meta-variables. Meta-variables are caught by initial pattern matching.
For POC we do not allow binding of new name. This is, however, our near future works:
relax grammar to search not only for replacement part in transformation, but also pattern
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Table 5.1: GPNodes of evoTransform
Category Count Description
Abstract 4 Base nodes for others.
BaseNode - is the base for math and bool expressions
SeqNode - represents a sequence of statements in Java concrete syntax
MetaNode - represents bound by Stratego meta-variable
PoolNode - Ephemeral Random Constant for an enumeration
Math 4 Java concrete syntax math expressions
Bool 5 Java concrete syntax boolean expressions
Stmts 7 Java concrete syntax statements
Includes if, while, do-while, continue, break
Meta 7 Bound Stratego meta-variables
There are nodes for concrete binding names
But also there are separate by grammar usage pools (base on PoolNode)
Seq 2 Append and prepend allows to build sequence of Java statements
Stratego 4 Nodes for building concrete syntax and Stratego lists
Java Misc 3 Variable declaration with initialization, Java type node,
and Java vars (not meta vars)
matching part. As it was explained in previous chapter, the bridge between Java and Stratego
is built through Java concrete syntax, for which we also have separate node in GE.
5.2.3 Explanation and Justification of POC Constraints
Now, we will discuss important constraints that we incorporate in our current gram-
mar.
• Each generated individual should contain at least one output statement.
• Each generated individual should have variable declarations before actual replacement
statements.
To justify first constraint we should look forward onto our fitness (next sections)
and think about our search space. We decided to develop our fitness based only on program
output (we are searching a program that is equivalent to POC.java from perspective of output
only). Also we know that expected output is not empty list. Thus, if obtained generated
output is empty, for sure it results in high fitness value (in our search we minimize fitness).
Here we can conclude that it makes no sense to generate such individuals in first place. By
eliminating them we reduce sparsity of search space.
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To implement this constraint we develop our grammar in bottom-up approach (start-
ing from termination rule and following up to 〈start〉 rule). In our system we have only one
node that produces an output and, thus, decreases fitness. It is meta-node metaStmts. We
defined our grammar to include this node at least once in generated GPTree. We started
from this rules:
<metaStmtsRule > ::= (metaStmts)
<termLoopStmts > ::= <metaStmtsRule >
<termLoopStmts > ::= (prepend <loopStmt > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopStmts > ::= (append <termLoopStmts > <loopStmt >)
We created rules with prefix term with the meaning that these rules participate in a
chain of generating required on metaStmts node. Note, that in previous grammar snippet,
prepend and append nodes state that added statement does not have already this constraint.
Though the system can still generate metaStmts several times.
Second constraint states that generated variable declarations should go before ac-
tual generated statements. This was enforced due to fact that without it, many generated
java programs failed during compilation stage of our evaluation pipeline (will be described
further). As the result, sparsity of search space was high and many individuals were indis-
tinguishable even though there for sure was one which contained total garbage, and other,
that missed only one reordering of java statements in order to make program work. We de-
cided to deal with this problem on stage of individual generation for now with next grammar
constraints:
<start > ::= (strCons <initialDeclStmt > <termStrList >)
<initialDeclStmt > ::= (toStmt <initialDecl >)
<initialDecl > ::=
(declWithInit <type > <metaVarOnly > <mathExprWithoutMetaVar >)
<termStrList > ::= (singleton <termStmt >)
<termStrList > ::= (strCons <stmt > <termStrList >)
We force generated tree to be a list with at least two children. First one in the dec-
laration of a variable and we expect it to much to declaration of a variable from matched
for loop initialization. The search for this part does not go deep. Only mathExprWithout-
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MetaVar rule could produce deep trees, but it represents math expression. Some nodes of
this tree are ephemeral random constants which increase diversity of generated trees.
But termStrList, a second sub-rule of start rule can produce trees of statements and
expressions of arbitrary depth. We demonstrate unexpected solutions of stated form that
system generates during different experiments.
To conclude, both constraints were inferred from assumptions about the form of
possible solution and from reasoning about local comparison of generated scripts. The goal
was to decrease sparsity of search space. Same ideas you will see in section about fitness
when we speak about infinite programs.
5.3 ECJ evolution pipeline
We use the ECJ framework which includes infrastructural classes for building evolu-
tion pipeline. Figure 5.2 illustrates the classical GE pipeline that we used for our proof of
concept implementation.
Figure 5.2: ECJ evolution pipeline
For the majority of our experiments, we use 16 individuals as population size. This is
a low population size, by Genetic Programming standards. It is explainable for the following
reasons:
• Time for evaluation pipeline as you will see further is high, so we keep number of
individual low to evaluate faster.
• While experimenting with different parameters of ECJ we compared generated Strat-
ego scripts on each generation 5.6 to check the effect of corresponding parameter onto
evolution. Because of this manual comparison we wanted to keep this value low.
The evolution pipeline starts after the evaluation of generation 0. We use the K-
tournament selection algorithm to pick randomly K individuals from the current popula-
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tion and selection the best one. Then, two such individuals undergo one-point crossover.
GECrossoverPipeline application has probability of 90%. It differs from normal one-point
crossover only by the fact that the crossover point is select in each individual in such way to
be in a portion of vector which actually was used for the GPTree generation.
After crossover, we obtain two children from two parent individuals. By default,
when next stage of pipeline requests an individual from crossover, another individual from
pair is discarded. In order to prevent this and to preserve both individuals we inserted
BufferedBreadingPipeline stage with number of buffered individuals equals to two. The
mutation happens on a per-gene (vector element) basis and probability of the gene mutation
if 10%. Although, we conducted experiments with probability of 1% initially, we found that
the system requires more generations to escape fitness plateaux (about which we speak in
the experiments section).
Another parameter with which we conducted experiments is elitism (number of the
best individuals to promote onto next generation without going though evolution pipeline).
With 16 individuals, elitism of 1 and tournament size of 7, we observed a tendency to
have generations where all individuals have near same phenotype (Stratego script). Such
configuration has a danger to push system to local minima, a pit in fitness from which the
system could not escape. But from what we have observed so far only one experiment did not
converge at the end of 151 generations (this is max of generations that we set up currently).
5.4 Evaluation pipeline
During each generation, all GEIndividuals undergo an evaluation process. This eval-
uation process determines their fitness values which, in turn, drives the evolutionary process
toward interesting areas in the search space.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the components of our evaluation pipeline. First, the GEIndi-
vidual is converted into a GPIndividual, as described in the representation section. To recall,
the grammar plays a critical role in forming the GPTree. Its rules define the tree node at
any given position based on the value of current element in the individual.
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Figure 5.3: Developed evaluation pipeline
Next, ECJ calls the evaluate function of our GPProblem with the GPIndividual
as parameter. Figure 5.3 illustrates the steps taken by StrategoBatchGPProblem. The
differences with an early implementation, StrategoGPProblem, will be discussed below.
The method evaluate of the StrategoBatchGPProblem traverses the GPTree and col-
lects its string representation, a part of Stratego script which generates replacement for
for-loop in POC.java.
The stratego script that performs the transformation contains by itself two parts:
pattern matching part, starting with ’?’ and prewritten for each individual, and the replace-
ment part, starting with ’ !’). The latter is encoded as a genotype and the object of the GE
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algorithm search process Figure 5.4 presents the template.str script which is used for each
individual when forming the resulting transformation strategy.
Figure 5.4: Initial context for each GPIndividual
At this point of the evaluation pipeline, StrategoBatchGPProblem replaces the name
of the strategy from gp-poc to a name which includes the index of individual. Then, it
replaces the second part of the strategy ![] with the actual Stratego code generated from the
GPTree. In this way, correct Stratego strategies for all individuals are formed and placed
into one file, custom.str. In contrast to approach from modeling chapter, here we do not use
spoofax-language archive, but use unziped package with utilities that we described at the
end of last chapter. We excluded developed Caceffo misconception transforms from archive
in order to speedup further steps of the evaluation pipeline.
So, at this point, we have Spoofax language folder with all transforms from current
generation. Note that this folder contains already compiled SDF files of Java. Only change is
done to Stratego definitions and only this part should be recompiled. In StrategoBatchGP-
Problem, this recompilation stage is delayed until evaluations of all individuals are done;
i.e., at finishEvaluating ECJ hook. In the original StrategoGPProblem, recompilation and
further pipeline steps are done for each individual.
We use Strj, the Java implementation of the Stratego compiler, integrated into
pipeline to perform the compilation. The time that is needed for such compilation varies
from 7 to 20 seconds (possible reasons: loading of dependencies on compiled Java SDF and
mixed Stratego-Java sdf, loading of Stratego standard library). The consequence for this
is that, in the original StrategoGPProblem, the whole generation evaluation takes about
numberOfIndividuals/2 minutes. If we take classic GE setup with individual size of 1024,
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it would take 512 minutes to evaluate 1 generation. Therefore, we decided to experiment
with smaller population sizes (this also simplifies manual analysis of formed phenotype di-
versity). We also decided to improve this process with StrategoBatchGPProblem which
compiles all Stratego scripts corresponding to a given generation in one batch. Note that
if in StrategoGPProblem Stratego an individual causes a compilation error, we then as-
sign very high fitness to this individual. With StrategoBatchGPProblem, we terminate the
pipeline. Currently, the experiment is organized in such way that such compilation errors
are not possible. But what we experienced is that, in rare cases, some generated deep trees
of Stratego cause a Strj exception, StackOverflowException, which terminates the pipeline.
In such scenarios, simply catching the exception and recompiling does not work. Strj stage
should be encapsulated in separate thread for correct recovery and this is future work.
Strj compiles custom.str in ctree text file (figure 5.3). This file contains ASTs of
generated strategies (Strj also could generate java code for transformation for further inte-
gration). Ctree is used then on finishEvaluating stage along with Spoofax language folder to
perform transformations of each individual on POC.java. Transformed java program is then
undergoes Javac stage, where Java compiler creates class files for each individual. As it was
noted in representation part, some design decisions of grammar was made to reduce com-
pilation errors on this stage, but when they happen (case that we observed is ”unreachable
code” error, when GE generates break or continue inside the loop before some instructions)
then the individual obtains high constant fitness. Elimination Javac errors (by search space
prunning) or at least distinguishing them by assigning different level of fitness is important
to decrease search space sparsity.
When we obtain class files, we then run the java command for each of them. Any of
the following could happen; the program finishes with some output, the program crashes, or
the program enters an infinite loop. In case of runtime error, we assign high fitness to the
individual, but this fitness is less than the penalties from previous stages failing. Initially,
infinite loops were also penalized in the same fashion. In the next section, on developing the
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fitness function, we describe reasons behind treating infinite loops as solutions with finite
fitness. In this case, the pipeline allocates one second for program to run. Then, it collects
number of output lines which equals to number of expected output lines multiplied by two at
maximum (see next section for formulas). After this, programs that produces infinite output
undergo same fitness calculation as programs with finite ones.
The last stage is a comparison of expected and obtained outputs. This is basically
call of a function which returns a fitness value with 0 corresponding to the best fitness. This
fitness function is based only on the analysis of the program output. Expected output lines
are obtained at the setup stage of evoTransforms, before any generation evaluation. At this
stage, POC.java is compiled, executed, and its output collected. Any failure at this stage
leads to system termination.
5.4.1 Generated data
Before we go to discussion of how obtained and expected outputs are compared, we
also want to present the data that is generated during the evaluation pipeline execution and
how it can be used.
Figure 5.5 shows that, for each generation, the system creates separate sub-folders.
In this sub-folder, Strj places compilation the output log (time and errors) and trans.str
file, a copy of custom.str at this generation. This allows to compare phenotypes between
generations 5.6 with simple comparison of trans files.
Then, for each individual, a separate folder is created in the directory of the current
generation. It contains the POC.java (transformed java code by this individual), POC.class,
javac.log (in case of compilation error), java.log (has an output lines which are used in
fitness generation), e-gp-poc.log (file which contains logs of errors which happened on stage of
transformation application). All this information allows to trace each stages of the evaluation
pipeline and to see how individuals change with time. It is important not just for debugging,
but also for making conclusions about an effect of the crossover, for example, on the dynamic
of the search.
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Figure 5.5: Generated by Evaluation Pipeline Data
5.5 Considerations about fitness development
In our evaluation pipeline, we calculate the standardized fitness. It means that the
best individual from the population has a fitness of 0, while the worst - infinity. We can
categorize fitness into several classes:
1. Output-based.
2. Structural.
3. Metric-based.
The output-based category includes fitness that is based on measurements of pro-
gram output, including unit-tests based fitness. In general, we can think of such fitness as
an analysis of performed by generated program side effect (output, network, disk, shared
memory changes, etc). Our developed fitness belongs to this category.
Fitness from second category is based on the distance between expected and obtained
code representations. It could be the distance between the abstract syntax trees, or the
number of edits to convert the obtained program text to the expected one. For our proof of
concept, we do not include any structural information into fitness, although, we considered
possibility to penalise deeper trees for each generated Java scope. We did not decide to
include this penalty because, currently, the grammar controls the probability of generation
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of two generations during evolution
of such trees. Metric-based fitness incorporate judgement about program quality by some
performance characteristics (CPU, RAM, network usage, etc, spent time). Our fitness does
not use such judgement; e.g., even programs featuring infinite loops are assigned finite fitness.
The fitness consists of three components: output line count mismatch penalty, line
content mismatch penalty, output order mismatch penalty.
5.5.1 Output line count mismatch
Figure 5.7 presents the first component. #e presents number of lines in expected
output. In our POC.java, this equals to 11 lines. When the generated program produces
0-line output, we assign to corresponding individual the maximal penalty p1. Note also
that the penalty to have one more line, extra to #e, is less than having one line less. This
decision was made intentionally with the purpose to lead evolution towards transformations
with loops.
Let us elaborate on the question on infinite loops further. When we develop our
fitness function we should take into account local relationship between characteristics of two
individuals (or group of them). This is standard approach in optimization problem when the
form of the fitness function is not known, but we can still estimate qualities of individuals
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Figure 5.7: Fitness penalty for output count mismatch
(perform some comparison). In our case, the question appears: if the generated transform
creates infinite Java program, is it bad? In our proof of concept example, we search for
alternative loops. The finite loop ”jumps” to infinite and back with one simple mutation
that removes some statement that leads to termination. If we assign high enough fitness to
infinite loops, we increase the sparsity of the underlying search space. Solutions with loops
will be ”surrounded” by cases of individuals with infinite fitness.
Therefore, we decided to assign finite fitness to infinite loops. To do this, we allow the
generated Java program to run for 1s during evaluation. We then collect the output (only
first 2#e lines at max). According to provided figure 5.7, infinite output will have fitness of
p2 < p1. In other words, infinite loops with some content is more preferable than program
with small number of output lines. The value of infinite loop with println is same to a value
of program that generates #e− k lines. In practice it means that system has a controllable
bias towards generating loops or other statements. From this, penalty for having one line
less than expected is p1/#e, while penalty to have one line extra is
p1∗k
2#e2
, p2 =
p1∗k
#e
.
For our proof of concept implementation, we selected to have a penalty step p1/#e =
10 and k = 2. This means that the penalty for having one extra line of output is p1∗k
2#e2
=
4.09, p1 = 110, p2 = 45. We should note that selected values of penalties and k play role
of hyper-parameters and further experiments should be conducted to search for best values
(they are one of the ”knob” for adjusting evolutionary process).
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5.5.2 Line content and order mismatch
For each line of expected output, we search for content match with obtained output
during individual evaluation. When there is no corresponding line, we add contentMis-
sPenalty=5 to the fitness. As you can see, we selected this hyper-parameter in such way
that two content misses have same value as one more miss in number of output lines (for
count of output lines less than expected number).
On content match, the algorithm saves the index of expected line in separate array
by index of the current matched element from the obtained output. If the number of such
matches is greater than one, then we use an algorithm to calculate the minimal number of
inserts to sort the obtained array of indexes [9]. The obtained count from the algorithm is
multiplied by orderMissPenalty=1.0 and is added to the fitness.
5.6 Interpreting Crossover and Mutation in Grammatical Evolution
VectorMutationPipeline performs mutations on each gene of a given GEIndividual
with probability 10%. What is the meaning of mutation in this case?
Because of high epistasis, small changes of early bits in the vector, result in huge
changes in the corresponding phenotypes. If the changed element was responsible for deci-
sion at some grammar rule with children rules which are recursive, this results in the total
reinterpretation of the rest of the vector. As a result, the subtrees that were previously gen-
erated by the integer vector, may be lost in the next generation. Thus, we can loose some
useful genetic information from the population and, in some experiments without elitism,
we experienced jumps in fitness back to higher value (which by itself could be also a good
situation when we avoid local minima).
A similar problem occurs with crossover. The GECrossoverPipeline performs one-
point exchange of vector tails which results in Stratego scripts that do no relate in any way
to their parents. It is possible to mitigate this by writing the grammar in a very specific
manner. Consider the following grammar sample:
<loop > ::= (while <boolExpr > <stmts >) | (doWhile <stmts > <boolExpr >)
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The doWhile node is written in a natural way as parts occur in the same order they
do in the corresponding Java code. But, from the perspective of the mutation operator,
which change the integer that is responsible for choice on 〈loop〉 rule, such rule definition
changes not just the currently generated node (doWhile or while) but also regenerates all
children.
Let us consider the following scenario; an integer value from the GEIndividual vector
selects a while loop in the grammar. The following group of integers selects boolExpr nodes
and the next group selects stmts nodes. After mutation of the current integer, we change
current node from while to doWhil. Now, the first group of integers does not generate
boolExpr nodes anymore, but 〈stmts〉 nodes. The last group of integers generates now
〈boolExpr〉 nodes, node 〈stmts〉 nodes. This means, that we totally reinterpret the same
integers into a totally different tree that is significantly different from the origianl one. Figure
5.8 illustrates what we just described graphically.
Figure 5.8: Small mutation causes reinterpretation of individual tail
Redefining the grammar in the following way allows us to obtain more controllable
behavior of mutation.
<loop > ::= (while <boolExpr > <stmts >) | (doWhile <boolExpr > <stmts >)
Here the order of the children in each option is the same. Figure 5.9 shows that this
case mutation changes only the current node from while to doWhile without reinterpreting
children. We ran experiments with grammars that are written using both styles and, in both
cases, the system was able to converge. Future work will consider the effect on convergence
of each grammar design approach.
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Figure 5.9: Mutation changes only current node
We now detail 6 preliminary runs using a grammar written in a form that we presented
in the first snippet. A complete experiment, including 30 runs, was also conducted with a
grammar designed to preserve the genetic information through mutation. Intuitively we can
say, though, that in case of only local mutations, convergence should take more generations,
but it is still only hypothesis.
Understanding of crossover is also changed for second type of grammars. Now, if
crossover selects two points in two individuals which correspond to same decision point, a
rule in grammar (it again could be loop rule presented above), then one-point exchange
corresponds to exchanging of subtrees between GPIndividuals (or exchanging Stratego code
lines between two strategies in other words). But in many cases GECrossoverPipeline does
not care about decision points and can perform high level mutation through reinterpretation.
It would be interesting to develop such crossover operator which has this constraint and
compare performances.
Apart of having same order of children, compatible rules (in a sense that mutation or
crossover does not cause mass changes) should also preserve order and number of options.
In other case, when two rules have different order of appearance of equivalent cases, then
reinterpretation happens. If the number of options is different, this changes the base of
modulo operation and, again, causes reinterpretation. To accomplish compatibility between
rules we rewrote grammar to follow the constraints by adding new options. This, however,
also changes the probabilities of generates trees so for POC we used common sense to have
some balance here. Developed grammar, which we used in the experiment of 30 system runs,
is presented in Appendix C.
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5.7 Search space size estimation
In our experiments we use GEIndividual of different sizes. Most used configuration
is integer vector of size 300. Each vector component can have value from -128 to 127, 256
values.
Very rough estimation is to state that search space size is 256300. But note, that
many vectors produce same GPTrees (Stratego scripts) and this is only an upper bound.
On the other hand, the defined grammar does not have constraints on tree deepness
(due to many recursive definitions), though the probability of these trees decreases with tree
height.
This section proposes an approach to more precisely estimate the search space size.
We applied this method to some parts of the grammar to validate the approach as a whole
but will leave it as future work to apply the calculations to the entire grammar since this is
the same process, only repeated.
Each grammar rule consumes zero (if there is no choice) or one integer from the 300
composing a genotype. The rule produces additional choices that are used as variants of the
underlying GPTree. These two parameters, consumed integers and produced choices, should
be analysed by taking into account the recursive nature of the rule.
Let us consider a concrete example:
<start > ::= (strCons <initialDeclStmt > <termStrList >)
<initialDeclStmt > ::= (toStmt <initialDecl >)
<initialDecl > ::= (declWithInit <type > <metaVar > <math >)
<metaVar > ::= (metaVar)
<type > ::= (metaType)
<math > ::= (number) | (contextVar) | (initExpr) | <mathRec >
<mathRec > ::= (add <math > <math >) | (sub <math > <math >)
Here 〈start〉 consumes 0 integers from the genotype and gives one choice by itself. If we
consider its children, however, it produces a number of choices equal to the product of the
number of choices of 〈initialDeclStmt〉 and 〈termStrList〉. Similarly, the average number
of consumed integers is equal to sum of their consumption. For now, we work only with
initialDeclStmt to demonstrate the approach and ignore any presence of ERCs.
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initialDecl has three children. Type and metaVar are currently very trivial and have
same consumption/production; respectively 0 and 1. The 〈math〉 rule is what defines variety
of this initial declaration statement.
The 〈math〉 rule consumes 1 integer and x more integers, with probability 25%, when
〈mathRec〉 is selected. 〈mathRec〉 consumes 1 integer for its choice and then, in addition,
its children 〈math〉 rules consume an average number of integers two times (for add or sub).
The recursive calculation for 〈math〉 vector element consumption is:
consumption = 1 + 0.25(1 + 2(1 + 0.25(1 + 2(1 + 0.25(...))) =
1 + 0.25 + 0.5 + 0.125 + 0.25 + 0.0625 + ... =
1 + 0.25(1 + 1/2 + 1/4 + ...) + 0.5(1 + 1/2 + 1/4 + ...) = 2.5
So, in average 〈math〉 consumes 2.5 integers from pool of 300.
Let us examine how many choices it produces for 1,2,3 and 4 integers from pool. If
〈start〉 consumes one integer it could only produce 3 choices (it cannot go recursive way
because generated tree is not completed in this case). For 2 integers, number of choices is
still 3 because recursive call 〈mathRec〉 cannot resolve subtrees for children 〈math〉. The
same holds for 3 integers. For 4 integers, both 〈math〉 children can produce 3 choices. Thus,
〈mathRec〉 produces 2*3*3 choices (because we can select sub and add). And total number
of choices is 3+2*3*3=21.
The probability of having extra 2*3*3=18 choices is 25%. In the general case, we can
state: choices(cons) = 3 + 2(3 + 2(3 + ...))(3 + 2(3 + 2(3 + ...))). In this formula, the number
of recursive calls depends on consumed number of integers (cons). The form of the recursive
formula depends on the grammar. To calculate the average number of choices, we need for
each number of integers for consumption from 1 to 300 calculate corresponding number of
choices. Then, we calculate expected number of choices by calculating the following sum
(note that further calculations for the developed grammar are left for future work):
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choicesAvg = choices(1) +
300∑
cons=2
(choices(cons)− choices(cons− 1)) ∗ prob(cons)
5.8 Preliminary Runs
Here we present a set of preliminary runs of the system and their outcomes. In the
majority of cases, the system finds the ideal fitness of 0. Sometimes, it did not converge in
given number of generations. But it is interesting that the obtained solution does not always
correspond to the expected one, so, the system is able to find alternative program variants.
In one experiment, using 16 individuals, enabled elitism of 1, tournament size of 7,
and disabled on grammar level of meta-nodes cond and initExpr, the system did not converge
to a local minima in 51 generations. However, it reached a fitness of 4.09 and there was only
one output line missing from solution.
In all experiments we used StrategoBatchGPProblem.
5.8.1 Run 1
Number of individuals: 16; mutation probability per gene: 10%; elitism is 0; tourna-
ment size is 7; grammar includes all meta nodes; individual size is between 20 and 30.
System found the expected solution in 15 generations. Figure 5.10 plots the best
fitness for each of the generation.
Figure 5.10: Run 1 fitness changes
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Between generation 10 and 11 there is slight decrease in fitness from 55 to 54.09. The
following is the corresponding individual at index 8, generation 15.
...
![
|[
~type ~x = ~initExpr;
]| |
[
|[
while (~cond) {
~stms*
~inc;
}
]|
]
]
5.8.2 Run 2
In this experiment we enabled elitism=1, and kept all other parameters unchanged.
Although the system converged already on the third generation (fitness went from 95 to 4.09
to 0), we obtained different solution from the one that was obtained in Experiment 1. Note
the nontrivial structure of obtained script:
...
![ |[ ~type ~x = ~initExpr; ]| |
[|[ ~x = sum; ]| |
[|[ do {
while (~cond) {
~stms*
~inc;
}
} while (~cond);
]| ]
] ]
5.8.3 Run 3
In this experiment we decreased mutation probability per gene to 5% from 10%.
Other parameters are kept the same as in Experiment 2.
The system converged to a solution in 47 generations. Figure 5.11 shows fitness
changes with generation. Obtained best individual is a new variant of transformation.
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...
![|[ ~type ~x = ~initExpr;
]| |
[|[do {
~stms*
~inc;
} while (~cond && ~cond);
]| |
[|[
while (~cond) {
~stms*
}
]|]
]]
Figure 5.11: Run 3 fitness changes
5.8.4 Run 4
Mutation is changed back to 10%, tournament size is changed to 5. Grammar was
modified to increase probability of generation of variable assignment node. System converged
in 10 generations. Figure 5.12 demonstrates this. Obtained solution is same to one from
Experiment 1.
5.8.5 Run 5
In this experiment, we disabled in our grammar cond meta-node and true boolean
node. The system figured out the boolean expression, a condition for loop termination, by
itself. Figure 5.13 plots the best fitness at each generation of the run. In this case, the
system generated the solution provided in the next listing. The genotype size was changed
to be between 30 and 40.
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Figure 5.12: Run 4 fitness changes
![|[ ~type ~x = ~initExpr; ]| |
[|[
while (2 < ((2 - ((((~x - 8) + (~x - -7)) + -3) - 7)) + ~x)) {
~stms*
~inc;
}
]|]
]
Figure 5.13: Run 5 fitness changes
The system was able to figure out the correct Boolean condition. Note, that it is
possible to simplify the created expression, but it was not done intentionally.
5.8.6 Run 6
We increased the number of individuals to 64, disabled cond and initExpr node,
disabled elitism. The following listing shows the solution found by the system:
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...
![
|[
~type ~x = sum;
]| |
[
|[
while (!(~ inc == 10)) {
~stms*
}
]|
]
]
Figure 5.14: Run 6 fitness changes
5.8.7 Discussion
The system generates code alternatives in the majority of cases. By plotting the best
fitness at each generation, we see that the convergence occurs in plateaux.
5.9 The Experiment: 30 Runs with Same Configuration
Our experiment was conducted with the following parameters.
• Hyper-parameters, penalties for fitness components, are left same (10 for one miss
count to the left from expected, 4.09 - to the right, 5 - penalty for content mismatch,
1 - penalty for one misorder.
• Number of individuals is 32 and elitism is enabled and equal to 1. Mutation rate per
gene is 10%, K-tournament is tournament of 3. Vector size is 300.
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• Grammar allows all meta-variable nodes but relaxes requirement of having shallow
trees by increasing probability of recursive rules. Also, current grammar incorporates
understanding of controllable mutation and crossover while grammar for previous
presented runs did not. Grammar is presented in the Appendix C.
• We constrained the system to only 51 generations.
• We ran 30 independent trials to average performance.
Figure 5.15 plots the average of the best fitness, over the 30 trials, for each generation.
We also plotted the 95%-confidence interval. Note that, out of 30 experiments, only 2 did not
converge to the optimal fitness value of 0 within the allotted 51 generations. You can notice
Figure 5.15: Average fitness for 30 experiment runs
that the curve has a tail that goes slightly up starting from generation 42. One experiment
had a jump from fitness plateau 50 to plateau 95. With elitism it should not be possible, so
it was a sign for us that somewhere there was a bug. After studying in details the collected
data, we found that this jump happened between generations 41 and 42. Closer inspection
revealed that the best individual (with index 0) was indeed preserved. However, when this
individual was compiled on generation 42, its compilation failed due to a timeout (initially
we allocated only 4 seconds for compilation stage). It seems that this happened due to a
spike of CPU usage on the computer used to run the experiments. Therefore, there is a
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non-null probability that other runs also had this issue. This bug, however, can influence
only the convergence speed and not the quality of the obtained solutions. Currently, this
bug is fixed (we do not give any limit on compilation time of javac).
5.10 Conclusion and Future Work
The proposed EvoTransforms system shows the ability, given an initial program, to
converge to a semantically-neutral code variant. By itself, this is a useful contribution for
pedagogical purposes. We can present generated alternatives to students to check their skills
of code traversing and understanding. In the case of the original EvoParsons system, this
new approach could be used to automatically increase the size of the programs library so as
to facilitate the application of distractor transforms.
After review of the literature on automatic refactoring (SBSE to be precise), it seems
that existing approaches (CodeImpl, etc) rely on a library of precoded high-level transfor-
mations (as does EvoParsons). EvoTransforms, in contrast, provides lower-level constructs
from which it builds transforms. Eventually, our plan is to enrich as much as possible the
set of generated transforms.
One of our next objectives is to extend the GE individuals to also encode the Stratego
pattern matching code, instead of just the replacement code. It means that the develop-
ment GPNodes for major Stratego combinators, developed in chapter 4 utils and traversal
strategies.
Another future work is the estimation of the underlying search space’s size. In this
chapter we just proposed the approach but we did not take into account ERCs which also
consume integers and produces choices.
A third area of interest is the development our custom Crossover and GrammarParser
in ECJ framework. Crossover implementation should select only the compatible positions
of integers which correspond to compatible rules in the grammar. This makes disruptions
of crossover more controllable, but our interest is to study the outcome, convergence speed.
Grammar should also include probabilities explicitly.
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Finally, our goal is to generate not only semantically neutral transformations, but also
to introduce bugs. For this to work we need to develop another fitness function, probably
based on unit tests, where we control the expected bug. Also, some bugs are syntactical
in nature and will therefore cause Javac to fail. The fitness must therefore encompass an
analyses of javac output.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Future Work
In this last chapter we summarize contributions, discuss achievement of goals and
future work.
6.1 Achieved Goals
Next list goes through each achieved goal we stated at the end of chapter 2:
1. EvoParsons UI Improvement. Newly developed EvoParsons UI is already in use for
last 3 semesters and we are constantly improving it. Still some bug fix process is
continuously going in background. We disseminate the system as a type exercise each
semester for Intro to Programming Java classes. The end of third chapter demon-
strates the results of one of the first surveys that we collected. As it was concluded,
students are satisfied with new application and are willing to use it for further prac-
tice.
2. Data collection of student-UI interaction. New implementation preserves all UI events
in Mongo DB for further data mining. This is separate area of research, though.
3. Deployment process. Our implementation allows easy start of experimental isolated
containers for each student group. This achievement simplifies tha experiment man-
agement process.
4. Found the approach to transformation library expanding. The provided analysis in
chapter two and four conducts the idea of expressiveness power limitation of regular
expressions in questions of matching and rewriting of program code. Among discussed
we select a tool, Spoofax workbench and Stratego rewrite language, which operates
with context-free grammars and allows transformations of ASTs. We developed a set
of utility strategies for type inference in order to broaden the expressiveness.
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5. Development of Caceffo CI misconception transformations. In chapter 4 we created
the repository of strategies and ran them on exercises from Liang book. We also de-
veloped important for further automation utility strategies. We should note, however,
that integration of developed library into EvoParsons is future works. We discuss this
further.
6. Proposed way of automation. We applied Grammatical Evolution to search for seman-
tically neutral transforms. Current implementation, EvoTransforms, could be used
as a generator of starting programs for EvoParsons. For bug automation, though, we
need a set of unit tests and different fitness function. This is still future work.
6.2 Major Contributions
By itself, the proposed approach of combining meta-programming refactoring tech-
niques, along with evolutionary computation techniques, and apply them to an educational
domain is novel.
The developed EvoTransforms system proposes a new approach in Search Based Soft-
ware Engineering. Based on what we have seen so far, majority of systems of same goal
operate on some library of high level refactorings. The EvoTransforms system builds a
transformation from smaller peaces which represent Java and Stratego code. With further
experimentation it would be interesting to see the ability of the system to generalize knowl-
edge in transform during processing of several input files.
Also, in chapter 5 we proposed the method how to estimate search space size based
on given grammar and GP nodes. Further elaboration in this area is our near future work.
6.3 Next Steps
Here we provide planned work ordered by priority from higher to lower.
1. EvoTransform grammar extension. For now, grammar contained mostly Java concrete
syntax constructs, but we are interested in experimentation with pattern matching
automated generation. Having this implemented, the system would be able to find
full transformations (without any given initial context).
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2. EvoTransform grammar relaxation. For now, we enforced discussed constraints onto
grammar. We plan to conduct experiments without them and/or check how these
constraint could be implemented alternatively.
3. Search space size estimation. Based on given grammar we plan to conduct math
calculations further to present eventually well-defined methodology. In future, such
estimation even could be automated in custom GrammarParser implementation of
ECJ.
4. Control of destructiveness of GE crossover. We discussed the issue in chapter 5 and
we need to know how alternative implementation of crossover impacts all evolution
process.
5. Stratego repository integration into EvoParsons. Before we can do this, we need to
reconsider the process of puzzle fragmentation and shuffling (presented in chapter 2).
Some of transforms are semantically neutral transforms and for now EvoParsons was
working only with bug generational rewrites.
6. Studying the question of strategy generalization. Chapter 4 is concluded with table
of transforms applicability. We can imagine a set of guidelines for development of
more generic transforms based from what we experienced durign experimentation
with developed repository.
By this sentence this thesis work ends.
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Appendix A: Copyright Permission
Next permission is for tables and figures published in article [16].
Figure A.1: Copyright from ASEE Conference publication
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Appendix B: Stratego Scripts for Caceffo Concept Inventory
B.1 Function parameter use and scope
caceffo -A2 =
?ast;
?|[
~mods* class ~someClass {
~decls*
}
]|;
!decls*; debug (!" Found class: ");
one({ mmods*, tp1 , n1 , ps1*, stmts*:
?|[ ~mmods* ~tp1 ~n1(~prms:ps1*) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
debug (!" Found func: ");
!stmts *;
oncetd ({x, e, stopTerm , stopTermLine , stopTermColumn:
?|[ x = e ]|;
?stopTerm;
!(<origin -line >, <origin -column >) =>
(stopTermLine , stopTermColumn);
debug (!" Stop term pos: ");
!e; oncebu (?x);
debug (!" Found expr: ");
!ast;
get -type(|x, stopTermLine , stopTermColumn);
debug (!" Found x type: ") => xType;
!x => xOut; !e => eOut;
!|[ addF(x) ]|});
?mdStmts *;
!mmods *; ?mmodsOut *;
!|[ ~mmods* ~tp1 ~n1(~prms:ps1*) {
~mdStmts*
}
]|
});
?mdDecls *;
!|[
~mmodsOut* void addF(~xType ~xOut) {
~xOut = ~eOut;
}
]|;
?newFunc;
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!|[
~mods* class ~someClass {
~mdDecls*
~newFunc
}
]|
caceffo -A3 =
?|[
~mods* class ~someName {
~decls*
}
]|;
!decls*;
oncetd ({ mmods*, type , f1 , args*, stms*:
?|[ ~mmods* ~type ~f1(~prms:args*) {
~stms*
}
]|;
!stms*;
oncetd (?|[ ~xType x = e1; ]|; !$[ ]);
?mstms *;
!mmods *; ?mmodsOut *;
!|[
~mmods* ~type ~f1(~prms:args*) {
~mstms*
}
]|
}) => modifiedDecls *;
!$[init_[x]] => newFuncName;
!modifiedDecls *;
!|[
~mmodsOut* ~xType ~newFuncName (~xType x) {
x = e1;
return x;
}
]|; ?newFunc;
!|[
~mods* class ~someName {
~newFunc
~modifiedDecls*
}
]|
caceffo -A4 =
?ast;
?|[
~mods* class ~someName {
~decls*
}
]|;
!decls*;
oncetd ({ mmods*, type , f1 , args*, stms*:
?|[ ~mmods* ~type ~f1(~prms:args*) {
~stms*
}
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]|;
debug (!" function found: ");
!stms*;
oncetd ({ stmt:
?stm |[ ~_; ]| => stmt;
debug (!" Stmt: ");
oncetd ({x1 , e1 , e2 , e1Type , e2Type , eType:
?|[ e1 - e2 ]|;
debug (!" E1 - E2: ");
!e1;
get -e-type(|ast , <origin -line >, <origin -column >)
=> e1Type;
debug (!" E1 type: ");
!e2;
get -e-type(|ast , <origin -line >, <origin -column >)
=> e2Type;
debug (!" E2 type: ");
![e1Type , e2Type ];
get -max -type -from -list => eType;
debug (!" MAX type: ");
!e1Type => type1; !e2Type => type2; !eType =>
helperType;
!e1 => e1Out; !e2 => e2Out;
!|[ _helper(p_a , p_b) ]|}) => modifiedStmt;
![ |[ ~type1 p_b = ~e1Out; ]|,
|[ ~type2 p_a = ~e2Out; ]|,
modifiedStmt ]
});
normalizeList;
?mstms *;
!mmods *;
?mmodsOut *;
!|[
~mmods* ~type ~f1(~prms:args*) {
~mstms*
}
]|
});
?modifiedDecls *;
?newFuncName;
!modifiedDecls *;
!|[
~mmodsOut* ~helperType _helper (~type1 p_a , ~type2 p_b) {
return p_a - p_b;
}
]|;
?newFunc;
!|[
~mods* class ~someName {
~newFunc
~modifiedDecls*
}
]|
caceffo -A5 =
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?e |[ ~x = ~f(~args*) ]|;
debug (!" Found expr");
!x; debug (!"X:");
!args*; oncebu(debug (!"e:"); ?x);
debug (!"Has arg");
!e |[ ~f(~args*) ]|
caceffo -A6 =
?ast;
?|[
~mods* class ~someName {
~decls*
}
]|;
!decls*;
oncetd ({ mmods*, type , f1 , args*, stms*:
?|[ ~mmods* ~type ~f1(~prms:args*) {
~stms*
}
]|;
debug (!" function found: ");
!stms*;
oncetd ({ stmt:
?stm |[ ~_; ]| => stmt;
debug (!" Stmt: ");
oncetd ({x1 , x2 , e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e1Type , e2Type ,
eType , l, c:
?|[ e1 - e2 ]|;
debug (!" E1 - E2: ");
!(<origin -line >, <origin -column >)
=> (l, c);
!e1;
oncebu (?Id(x1));
debug (!" X1: ");
!e2;
oncebu (?Id(x2); not(?x1));
debug (!" X2: ");
!e1;
bottomup(try(?x1; !x2)) => e3;
debug (!" E3: ");
!e2;
bottomup(try(?x2; !x1)) => e4;
debug (!" E4: ");
!e3;
get -e-type(|ast , l, c) => e1Type;
debug (!" E3 type: ");
!e4;
get -e-type(|ast , l, c) => e2Type;
debug (!" E4 type: ");
![e1Type , e2Type ];
get -max -type -from -list => eType;
debug (!" MAX type: ");
!eType => helperType;
!x1 => x1Out; !x2 => x2Out;
!|[ _helper(e3 , e4) ]|}) => modifiedStmt;
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![ modifiedStmt]
});
normalizeList;
?mstms *;
!mmods *;
?mmodsOut *;
!|[
~mmods* ~type ~f1(~prms:args*) {
~mstms*
}
]|
});
?modifiedDecls *;
?newFuncName;
!modifiedDecls *;
!|[
~mmodsOut* ~helperType _helper (~ helperType ~x2Out , ~helperType ~
x1Out) {
return ~x2Out - ~x1Out;
}
]|;
?newFunc;
!|[
~mods* class ~someName {
~newFunc
~modifiedDecls*
}
]|
B.2 Variables, identifiers and scopes
caceffo -B1 =
?|[
~cmods* class ~someClass {
~decls*
}
]|;
!decls*;
oncetd ({ fmods*, type , func , stmts*, args*, foundVars *:
?|[
~fmods* ~type ~func(~prms:args*) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
!stmts *;
where(collect (?|[ ~_ ~_ = ~_; ]|) => foundVars *);
topdown(try({node: ?node; !(node , foundVars *); elem;
!$[]
})) => newStmts *;
!$[init_[func]] => initFuncName;
!|[
~fmods* void ~initFuncName () {
~foundVars*
}
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]|;
normalizeList => initFunc;
!|[
~fmods* ~type ~func(~prms:args*) {
~newStmts*
}
]|
});
?updatedDecls *;
!|[
~cmods* class ~someClass {
~initFunc
~updatedDecls*
}
]|
caceffo -B2 -B4 =
?|[
~cmods* class ~someClass {
~decls*
}
]|;
!decls *;
oncetd( {fmods*, type , func , stmts*, args*:
?|[
~fmods* ~type ~func(~prms:args*) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
!stmts*;
debug (!" stmts: ");
oncebu ({ varType , varName , varExpr:
?|[
~varType ~varName = ~varExpr;
]|;
!varExpr;
debug (!" varExpr: ");
not(oncebu ({ x: ?Id(x) }));
!varType;
debug (!" matched type: ");
?varTypeOut;
!varName;
debug (!" matched name: ");
?varNameOut;
!varExpr;
debug (!" matched expr: ");
?varExprOut;
!$[]
});
?newStmts *;
!|[
~fmods* ~type ~func(~prms:args*) {
~newStmts*
}
]|
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});
?modifiedDecls *;
!|[
~cmods* class ~someClass {
~varTypeOut ~varNameOut = ~varExprOut;
~modifiedDecls*
}
]|
// captures code of a for loop with acc and with several call of func
//note that in real code func could be inside the loop - so more advanced
patterns should be used
//1. Case of func() ... func()
//2. Case of for (...) { ... func() ... }
//3. Case of func2() { ... func () ...} where func2 goto 1.
caceffo -B2 -loop -acc =
?|[
~classMods* class ~someClass {
~decls*
}
]|;
!decls*;
oncetd( {type , func , stmts*, args*, mods*:
?|[
~mods* ~type ~func(~prms:args*) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
debug (!" func: ");
!stmts *;
oncetd ({ type , acc , expr:
?|[ ~type ~acc = ~expr; ]|;
!acc;
debug (!"VAR: ");
!expr;
not(oncebu (?Id(_)));
debug (!" VAROK: ");
!stmts *;
oncetd(
?|[
for(~fori:_;~_;~_*) {
~<oncetd(
?|[ ~id:acc += ~_; ]| <+
?|[ ~id:acc -= ~_; ]| <+
?|[ ~id:acc *= ~_; ]| <+
?|[ ~id:acc /= ~_; ]| <+
?|[ ~id:acc = ~<oncebu (?Id(acc))>;
]|)>
}
]|);
!type; ?typeOut;
!acc; ?accOut;
!expr; ?exprOut;
!$[]
});
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debug (!" stmtsU: ");
?newStmts *;
!|[
~mods* ~type ~func(~prms:args*) {
~newStmts*
}
]|
});
?modifiedDecls *;
!|[
~classMods* class ~someClass {
~typeOut ~accOut = ~exprOut;
~modifiedDecls*
}
]|
caceffo -B3 =
?|[
~classMods* class ~someClass {
~decls*
}
]|;
!decls*;
oncetd( {type , func , stmts*, args*, mods*, foundVars:
?|[
~mods* ~type ~func(~prms:args*) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
debug (!" func: ");
!stmts *;
collect ({tp , x, e:
?|[ ~tp x = e; ]|;
!(x, tp)});
?foundVars *;
!stmts *;
oncebu ({ e99 , x1 , x2 , tp:
?e99;
collect ({x, tp:
?Id(x);
!foundVars *;
//debug (!" vars :");
fetch (?(x, tp));
//debug (!" found: ");
!(x, tp)});
?[ (x1 , tp) | [ (x2 , tp) | [] ] ];
!foundVars *;
fetch(not(?(x1 , tp)); not(?(x2, tp)); ?(x3, tp));
!e99;
debug (!" expr99: ");
bottomup(try(?x2; !x3));
debug (!" expr100: ");
?e100;
!x1; ?x1Out;
!x2; ?x2Out;
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!x3; ?x3Out;
!tp; ?tpOut;
!|[ funcB3 (~x1Out , ~x2Out) ]|
});
debug (!" stmtsU: ");
?newStmts *;
!|[
~mods* ~type ~func(~prms:args*) {
~newStmts*
}
]|
});
?updatedDecls *;
!|[ static ~tpOut funcB3 (~ tpOut ~x1Out , ~tpOut ~x3Out) {
return e100;
} ]|;
?newFunc;
debug (!" updatedDecls: ");
!|[
class ~someClass {
~updatedDecls*
~newFunc
}
]|
B.3 Recursion
caceffo -C1 -p(breakDecrementExpression) =
?|[
~mods* ~type ~fun(~prms:args*) {
~stms*
}
]|;
!fun;
debug (!" found fun: ");
!stms*;
oncetd (?|[ return ~fun(~e1); ]|; debug (!" found return fun: ");
!e1;
breakDecrementExpression;
?e1Modified;
!|[ return ~fun(~ e1Modified); ]|);
?modifiedStms *;
!|[
~mods* ~type ~fun(~prms:args*) {
~modifiedStms*
}
]|
caceffo -C1 =
caceffo -C1 -p((?e |[ x-- ]|; !|[ x++ ]|) <+
(?e |[ e1-e2 ]|; !|[ e1+e2 ]|) <+
(?e |[ --x ]|; !|[ ++x ]|) <+
(?e |[ ++x ]|; !|[ --x ]|) <+
(?e |[ x++ ]|; !|[ x-- ]|) <+
(?e |[ e1+e2 ]|; !|[ e1 -e2 ]|))
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caceffo -C2 =
?|[
~mods* ~type ~fun(~prms:args*) {
~stms*
}
]|;
!fun;
debug (!" found fun: ");
!stms*;
oncetd ((?|[ return ~fun(~_*); ]| <+ ?|[ ~fun(~_*); ]|); debug (!"
found return fun: ");
!$[]);
?modifiedStms *;
!|[
~mods* ~type ~fun(~prms:args*) {
~modifiedStms*
}
]|
caceffo -C3 =
?|[
~mods* ~type ~fun(~prms:args*) {
~stms*
}
]|;
!fun;
debug (!"fun: ");
!stms*;
oncetd (?|[ return ~fun(~_*); ]|);
oncebu ({ e1 , ifStmts*, ifStmt , elseStmts *:
(?|[
if (e1) {
~ifStmts*
} else {
~elseStmts*
}
]|; debug (!" case1: ");
((! ifStmts *;
not(oncetd (?|[ return ~fun(~_*); ]|));
fetch (?|[ return ~_; ]|);
!elseStmts *;
oncetd (?|[ return ~fun(~_*); ]|);
!|[
if (!e1) {
~elseStmts*
}
]|) <+
(! elseStmts *;
not(oncetd (?|[ return ~fun(~_*); ]|));
fetch (?|[ return ~_; ]|);
!ifStmts *;
oncetd (?|[ return ~fun(~_*); ]|);
!|[
if (e1) {
~ifStmts*
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}]|)))
<+
(?|[
if (e1) {
~ifStmts*
}
]|; debug (!" case2: ");
!ifStmts *;
not(oncetd (?|[ return ~fun(~_*); ]|));
fetch (?|[ return ~_; ]|);
!$[]) <+
(?|[ if (e1) return ~_; ]|; debug (!" case3: "); !$[])
}); // could be simple topdown
?modifiedStms *;
!|[
~mods* ~type ~fun(~prms:args*) {
~modifiedStms*
}
]|
B.4 Iteration
caceffo -D1 -while =
?|[
while (~ whileExpr) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
!whileExpr;
collect ({ v: ?Id(v); !v });
?whileVars;
debug (!" whileVars :");
!stmts*;
oncebu ({ x, e:
debug (!" expr :");
((?|[ x += e; ]|; !whileVars; fetch (?x); !|[ x = e; ]|) <+
(?|[ x -= e; ]|; !whileVars; fetch(?x); !|[ x = e; ]|) <+
(?|[ x = e; ]|; !whileVars; fetch(?x); !|[ x += e; ]|) <+
(?|[ x++; ]|; !whileVars; fetch(?x); !|[ x--; ]|) <+
(?|[ x--; ]|; !whileVars; fetch(?x); !|[ x++; ]|) <+
(?|[ ++x; ]|; !whileVars; fetch(?x); !|[ --x; ]|) <+
(?|[ --x; ]|; !whileVars; fetch(?x); !|[ ++x; ]|)
)
});
?updatedStmts *;
debug (!" stmts :");
!|[
while (~ whileExpr) {
~updatedStmts*
}
]|
caceffo -D1 -for =
?|[
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for(~fori:init;~cond;~ forExpr) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
!forExpr;
collect ({ v: ?Id(v); !v });
?forVars;
debug (!" forVars :");
!stmts*;
oncebu ({ x, e:
debug (!" expr :");
((?|[ x += e; ]|; !forVars; fetch (?x); !|[ x = e; ]|) <+
(?|[ x -= e; ]|; !forVars; fetch(?x); !|[ x = e; ]|) <+
(?|[ x = e; ]|; !forVars; fetch(?x); !|[ x += e; ]|) <+
(?|[ x++; ]|; !forVars; fetch(?x); !|[ x--; ]|) <+
(?|[ x--; ]|; !forVars; fetch(?x); !|[ x++; ]|) <+
(?|[ ++x; ]|; !forVars; fetch(?x); !|[ --x; ]|) <+
(?|[ --x; ]|; !forVars; fetch(?x); !|[ ++x; ]|)
)
});
?updatedStmts *;
debug (!" stmts :");
!|[
for(~fori:init;~cond;~ forExpr) {
~updatedStmts*
}
]|
caceffo -D1 = caceffo -D1 -while <+ caceffo -D1 -for
caceffo -D2 -for =
?|[
~mods* ~tp ~funcN (~prms:params) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
!stmts*;
split -fetch -keep({ fInit*, cond , inc*, forStmts *: ?|[
for(~fori:fInit*; ~cond; ~inc*) {
~forStmts*
}
]|;
!forStmts *;
debug (!" forFound: ");
oncebu ({acc: ?|[
~id:acc = ~<oncebu (?Id(acc)) >;
]|; !acc; debug (!" accFound: "); ?accOut });
!fInit*; ?fInitOut *;
!cond; ?condOut;
!inc*; ?incOut *;
!forStmts *; ?forStmtsOut*
}) => (beforeStmts*, _,
[ <oncebu (?Id(acc)); debug (!" nextStmtFound: "); ?someStmt >
| leftStmts* ]);
!|[
for(~fori:fInitOut *; ~condOut; ~incOut *) {
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~forStmtsOut*
~someStmt
}
]|; ?newFor;
!beforeStmts *; debug (!" beforeStmts: ");
!leftStmts *; debug (!" afterStmts: ");
!( beforeStmts*, [newFor], leftStmts *);
debug (!"lst: ");
conc; debug (!" newStmts: "); ?newStmts *;
!|[
~mods* ~tp ~funcN (~prms:params) {
~newStmts*
}
]|
caceffo -D2 -while =
?|[
~mods* ~tp ~funcN (~prms:params) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
!stmts*;
split -fetch -keep({ fInit*, cond , inc*, forStmts *: ?|[
while (~cond) {
~whileStmts*
}
]|;
!whileStmts *;
debug (!" whileFound: ");
oncebu ({acc: ?|[
~id:acc = ~<oncebu (?Id(acc)) >;
]|; !acc; debug (!" accFound: "); ?accOut });
!cond; ?condOut;
!whileStmts *; ?whileStmtsOut*
}
) => (beforeStmts*, _, [ <oncebu (?Id(acc)); debug (!" nextStmtFound:
"); ?someStmt > | leftStmts* ]);
!|[
while (~ condOut) {
~whileStmtsOut*
~someStmt
}
]|;
?newWhile;
!beforeStmts *; debug (!" beforeStmts: ");
!leftStmts *; debug (!" afterStmts: ");
!( beforeStmts*, [newWhile], leftStmts *);
debug (!"lst: ");
conc;
debug (!" newStmts: ");
?newStmts *;
!|[
~mods* ~tp ~funcN (~prms:params) {
~newStmts*
}
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]|
caceffo -D2 = caceffo -D2 -for <+ caceffo -D2 -while
caceffo -D3 -init:
|[
for(int x = 0; ~cond; ~expr) {
~stmts*
}
]| ->
|[
for(int x = 1; ~cond; ~expr) {
~stmts*
}
]|
caceffo -D3 -exit =
?|[
for(~fori:init*; ~cond; ~expr*) {
~stmts*
}
]|;
!cond;
oncebu ((|[ e1 < e2 ]| -> |[ e1 <= e2 ]|) <+
(|[ e1 > e2 ]| -> |[ e1 >= e2 ]|) <+
(|[ e1 == e2 ]| -> |[ e1 != e2 ]|) <+
(|[ e1 <= e2 ]| -> |[ e1 < e2 ]|) <+
(|[ e1 >= e2 ]| -> |[ e1 > e2 ]|) <+
(|[ e1 != e2 ]| -> |[ e1 == e2 ]|));
?newCond;
!|[
for(~fori:init*; ~newCond; ~expr*) {
~stmts*
}
]|
caceffo -D3 = caceffo -D3 -init <+ caceffo -D3 -exit
caceffo -D5 =
split -fetch -keep (?|[
while (~_) {
~stmts*
}
]|) => (before*, _, after*);
!( before*, stmts*, after*);
conc
B.5 Structures
caceffo -E1 =
?|[ ~p1.equals(e) ]|;
!|[ ~p1 == e ]|
caceffo -E2:
|[ ~obj1.~ field1 == ~obj2.~ field1 ]| ->
|[ ~obj1.~ field1 == ~obj2 ]|
caceffo -E3:
e |[ ~obj1.~ field1 ]| -> $[ [obj1]->[field1] ]
caceffo -E4:
e |[ ~obj1.~ field1 ]| -> |[ ~obj1[~ field1] ]|
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caceffo -E5 =
?|[
~mods* ~type ~f(~prms:args*) {
~decls*
}
]|;
!f;
debug (!" funcFound: ");
!decls *;
oncetd ({ type , obj:
(?|[ ~<?ClassType(Id(type), _)> ~obj; ]| <+
?|[ ~<? ClassType(Id(type), _)> ~obj = ~_; ]|);
!type;
debug (!" type: ");
!obj;
debug (!"obj: ");
!decls*;
oncetd (?e |[ ~obj.~ field ]|; debug (!" field: "); !$[[type] [obj ].[
field ]]; debug (!" localDecl: "));
debug (!" modifiedDecls: ");
?modifiedDecls*
});
!|[
~mods* ~type ~f(~prms:args*) {
~bstm*: modifiedDecls*
}
]|
B.6 Boolean expressions
caceffo -G1 =
(|[ e1 && (e2 || e3) ]| -> |[ (e1 && e2) || e3 ]|) <+
(|[ (e1 && e2) || e3 ]| -> |[ e1 && (e2 || e3) ]|) <+
(|[ e1 && e2 ]| -> |[ e1 || e2 ]|) <+
(|[ e1 || e2 ]| -> |[ e1 && e2 ]|)
caceffo -G2:
|[
if (e1 && (e2 || e3)) { ~stmts* }
]| -> |[
if (e1) {
if (e2) {
~stmts*
} else {
if (e3) {
~stmts*
}
}
} ]|
caceffo -G3: |[ e1 && (e2 || e3) ]| -> |[ (e1 + e2 + e3 >= 2) ]|
caceffo -G4:
|[
if (e1) {
~stmts*
}
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]| -> |[
while (e1) {
~stmts*
} ]|
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Appendix C: Developed GE grammars
C.1 Variation of the Grammar without cond and initExpr nodes
<start > ::= (strCons <initialDeclStmt > <termStrList >)
#
# 50% chances to have single instruction or more
<termStrList > ::= (singleton <termStmt >)
<termStrList > ::= (strCons <stmt > <termStrList >)
#
# 1 of 2 (prev 2 of 5) a chance to select a loop
<termStmt > ::= <termIfStmt > | <termWhileStmt >
<termWhileStmt > ::= (while <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
<termWhileStmt > ::= (doWhile <termLoopStmts > <boolExpr >)
<termIfStmt > ::= (if <boolExpr > <termStmts >)
<termIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <termStmts > <stmts >)
<termIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <stmts > <termStmts >)
#
# chances to terminate is 1 of 3
<termStmts > ::= <metaStmtsRule >
<termStmts > ::= (prepend <stmt > <termStmts >) | (append <termStmts > <stmt >)
#
# chances to terminate is 1 of 3
<termLoopStmts > ::= <metaStmtsRule >
<termLoopStmts > ::= (prepend <loopStmt > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopStmts > ::= (append <termLoopStmts > <loopStmt >)
#
<termLoopStmt > ::= <termLoopIfStmt > | <termLoopWhileStmt >
<termLoopIfStmt > ::= (if <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts > <loopStmts >)
<termLoopIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <loopStmts > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopWhileStmt > ::= (while <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopWhileStmt > ::= (doWhile <termLoopStmts > <boolExpr >)
#
<initialDeclStmt > ::= (toStmt <initialDecl >)
<initialDecl > ::= (declWithInit <type > <metaVarOnly > <
mathExprWithoutMetaVar >)
<metaVarOnly > ::= (metaVar)
#
<strList > ::= (singleton <stmt >)
<strList > ::= (strCons <stmt > <strList >)
#
#prebound meta variables in initial for pattern matching
#extends this for experimentation with meta -vars
<type > ::= (metaType)
<var > ::= (metaVar) | (contextVar)
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<decl > ::= (declWithInit <type > <var > <mathExpr >)
#
<boolExpr > ::= (not <boolExpr >) | (and <boolExpr > <boolExpr >)
<boolExpr > ::= (ls <mathExpr > <mathExpr >) | (eq <mathExpr > <mathExpr >)
<assignExpr > ::= (assign <var > <mathExpr >)
#
<mathExprWithoutMetaVar > ::= (number) | (contextVar)
<mathExprWithoutMetaVar > ::= <mathExprWithoutMetaVarRec >
<mathExprWithoutMetaVarRec > ::= (add <mathExprWithoutMetaVar > <
mathExprWithoutMetaVar >)
<mathExprWithoutMetaVarRec > ::= (sub <mathExprWithoutMetaVar > <
mathExprWithoutMetaVar >)
#
#again - a chance to go rec is 25%
<mathExpr > ::= (number) | <var > | (metaExpr) | <mathExprRec >
<mathExprRec > ::= (add <mathExpr > <mathExpr >)
<mathExprRec > ::= (sub <mathExpr > <mathExpr >)
#
# term statement is more preferable - 50% chance
<stmt > ::= (toStmt <castableToStmt >) | <stmtRec >
<stmtRec > ::= (if <boolExpr > <stmts >)
<stmtRec > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <stmts > <stmts >)
<stmtRec > ::= (while <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<stmtRec > ::= (doWhile <loopStmts > <boolExpr >)
<castableToStmt > ::= <assignExpr > | (incExpr)
#
<stmts > ::= (metaStmts) | (toStmt <castableToStmt >) | <stmtsRec >
<stmtsRec > ::= <stmt > | (prepend <stmt > <stmts >) | (append <stmts > <stmt >)
#
#this is final rule
<metaStmtsRule > ::= (metaStmts)
#
#1 of 3 chance to append , then again 1 of 3 chance to select
<loopStmt > ::= (toStmt <castableToStmt >) | <loopStmtRec >
<loopStmtRec > ::= <loopStmtBreak > | (if <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmtRec > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <loopStmts > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmtRec > ::= (while <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmtRec > ::= (doWhile <loopStmts > <boolExpr >)
<loopStmtBreak > ::= (break) | (continue)
#
<loopStmts > ::= (metaStmts) | (toStmt <castableToStmt >) | <loopStmtsRec >
<loopStmtsRec > ::= <loopStmt > | (prepend <loopStmt > <loopStmts >) | (append
<loopStmts > <loopStmt >)
C.2 Grammar that was used in the experiment: 30 runs
<start > ::= (strCons <initialDeclStmt > <termStrList >)
#
# 33% chances to have single instruction or more
<termStrList > ::= (singleton <termStmt >)
<termStrList > ::= (strCons <stmt > <termStrList >)
<termStrList > ::= (strCons <termStmt > <strList >)
#
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# 1 of 2 a chance to select a loop
<termStmt > ::= <termIfStmt > | <termIfStmt > | <termIfStmt >
<termStmt > ::= <termWhileStmt > | <termWhileStmt > | <termWhileStmt >
<termIfStmt > ::= (if <boolExpr > <termStmts >) | (if <boolExpr > <termStmts >)
<termIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <termStmts > <stmts >)
<termIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <stmts > <termStmts >)
<termWhileStmt > ::= (while <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
<termWhileStmt > ::= (doWhile <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
#
# chances to terminate is 25%
<termStmts > ::= <metaStmtsRule > | <termStmt >
<termStmts > ::= (prepend <stmt > <termStmts >) | (append <stmt > <termStmts >)
#
# chances to terminate is 25%
<termLoopStmts > ::= <metaStmtsRule > | <termLoopStmt >
<termLoopStmts > ::= (prepend <loopStmt > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopStmts > ::= (append <loopStmt > <termLoopStmts >)
#
<termLoopStmt > ::= <termLoopIfStmt > | <termLoopIfStmt >
<termLoopStmt > ::= <termLoopIfStmt > | <termLoopWhileStmt >
<termLoopStmt > ::= <termLoopWhileStmt > | <termLoopWhileStmt >
<termLoopIfStmt > ::= (if <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopIfStmt > ::= (if <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts > <loopStmts >)
<termLoopIfStmt > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <loopStmts > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopWhileStmt > ::= (while <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
<termLoopWhileStmt > ::= (doWhile <boolExpr > <termLoopStmts >)
#
<initialDeclStmt > ::= (toStmt <initialDecl >)
<initialDecl > ::= (declWithInit <type > <metaVarOnly > <
mathExprWithoutMetaVar >)
<metaVarOnly > ::= (metaVar)
#
<strList > ::= (singleton <stmt >)
<strList > ::= (strCons <stmt > <strList >)
#
<type > ::= (metaType)
<var > ::= (metaVar) | (contextVar)
<decl > ::= (declWithInit <type > <var > <mathExpr >)
#
<boolExpr > ::= <boolExprRec > | <boolMath > | <boolMath > | (metaCondExpr)
<boolExprRec > ::= (not <boolExpr >) | (and <boolExpr > <boolExpr >)
<boolMath > ::= (ls <mathExpr > <mathExpr >) | (eq <mathExpr > <mathExpr >)
<assignExpr > ::= (assign <var > <mathExpr >)
#
<mathExprWithoutMetaVar > ::= (number) | (contextVar) | (initExpr)
<mathExprWithoutMetaVar > ::= <mathExprWithoutMetaVarRec >
<mathExprWithoutMetaVarRec > ::= (add <mathExprWithoutMetaVar > <
mathExprWithoutMetaVar >)
<mathExprWithoutMetaVarRec > ::= (sub <mathExprWithoutMetaVar > <
mathExprWithoutMetaVar >)
#
#again - a chance to go rec is 25%
<mathExpr > ::= (number) | <var > | (metaExpr) | <mathExprRec >
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<mathExprRec > ::= (add <mathExpr > <mathExpr >) | (sub <mathExpr > <mathExpr
>)
#
# term statement 33%
<stmt > ::= (toStmt <castableToStmt >) | <stmtIfRec > | <stmtIfRec >
<stmt > ::= <stmtWhileRec > | <stmtWhileRec > | (toStmt <castableToStmt >)
<stmtIfRec > ::= (if <boolExpr > <stmts >) | (if <boolExpr > <stmts >)
<stmtIfRec > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <stmts > <stmts >)
<stmtIfRec > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <stmts > <stmts >)
<stmtWhileRec > ::= (while <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<stmtWhileRec > ::= (doWhile <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<castableToStmt > ::= <assignExpr > | (incExpr)
#
<stmts > ::= (metaStmts) | <stmt >
<stmts > ::= (prepend <stmt > <stmts >) | (append <stmt > <stmts >)
#
#this is final rule
<metaStmtsRule > ::= (metaStmts)
#
#1 of 3 chance to append , then again 1 of 3 chance to select
<loopStmt > ::= <loopStmtTerm > | <loopStmtIfRec >
<loopStmt > ::= <loopStmtIfRec > | <loopStmtWhileRec >
<loopStmt > ::= <loopStmtWhileRec > | <loopStmtTerm >
<loopStmtIfRec > ::= (if <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmtIfRec > ::= (if <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmtIfRec > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <loopStmts > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmtIfRec > ::= (ifElse <boolExpr > <loopStmts > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmtWhileRec > ::= (while <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmtWhileRec > ::= (doWhile <boolExpr > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmtBreak > ::= (break) | (continue)
#chance of break/continue is 25%
<loopStmtTerm > ::= (toStmt <castableToStmt >) | (toStmt <castableToStmt >)
<loopStmtTerm > ::= (toStmt <castableToStmt >) | <loopStmtBreak >
#
<loopStmts > ::= (metaStmts) | <loopStmt >
<loopStmts > ::= (prepend <loopStmt > <loopStmts >)
<loopStmts > ::= (append <loopStmt > <loopStmts >)
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